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Statement of the Problem 
One of the problems facing extension publication 
editors and exten$ion specialists is to meet the needs of a 
changing audience. 
The study reported herein was made to determine whether 
Oklahoma Extension Circulars are fulfilling the needs of 
audiences by: 
(1) determining the actual use and application of 
extension publications; and 
(2) defining and analyzing the audience that is using 
the material. 
Factors affecting "publication use" such as readability, 
availability, and reader motivation have been examined for 
their importance in obtaining readership and 11use 11 • 
Authors, and the administrative and editorial staff 
will be able to use this data in publication planning to 
help determine: 
(1) Information needs. 
(2) Content of future publications. 




(4) Effectiveness of current publications. 
Provisions Under Which the Study was Conducted 
This study was conducted as part of a continuing re-
search program provided for under the provisions of an Okla-
home Experiment Station project. Previous works include: 
"A Readership Survey of Oklahoma Extension News," Jim 
Scarbrough, Okl ahoma Experiment Station Processed Series 
P-364, December, 1960; a study of "The Distribution of Re-
serve Stocks of Oklahoma Agricultural Experiment Station 
Publications 1957 and 1958, 11 Stanley Wo Prochaska, Oklahoma 
Experiment Station Processed Series P-341, February, 1960; 
and a survey of "County Agents' Opinions of the Understand-
ability and Usefulness of Oklahoma Agricultural Experiment 
Station Bulletins," Donald K. Childers, Oklahoma Experiment 
Station Processed Series P-311, February, 1959. 
Other Studies 
A report on selected extension publications titled 
"The Vermont Publications Study," Extension Service Ci rcular 
536, Federal Extension Service, United States Department of 
Agriculture, was released in November, 1961, two months 
following the formulation of this studyo 
This was the only study found by this writer directly 
relating to readership and use of selected extension circu-
lars. As this project was underway upon release of the 
Vermont study, no attempt was made to follow any of the 
procedures used in the Vermont study although many of the 
methods parallel. Studies investigated by the author in-
cl.u9-ed those listed in "Communications Studies Reported by 
Land-Grant Colleges and Universities and U.S.D.A., 11 Profo 
Robert J. Ames, Cornell University, Ithaca, New York, 19610 
The results of the Vermont study show: 
(1) Many people do not know extension publications 
existo Newspapers, radio, and magazi_nes are 
effective media to use in informing the public 
about new publicationso 
(2) People are most apt to read short, easy-to-read 
publications on topics that interest theme 
(3) If people ask for a publication, they are more 
likely to read it than if it is s~nt to them 
unrequestedo But if they do receive an unre-
quested publication, they will usually look it 
over o · If it interests them, they will read it o 
(4) Extension editors must find out what information 
readers need, the needs they are aware of, and 
those of which they are not awareo 
(5) The public is interested in gaining a better 
understanding of.· problems as well as in learning 
new skills. 
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(6) Readership can be forecast· by knowing the interests 
of pedp:J_e. 
(7) Publications are more effective if used as an aid 
in a planned education program in which awareness 
and interest are created in unrecognized needs. 
(8) People with at l$ast a high school education are 
m~~~ likely to be)aware of extension publication$ 
and more likely to have received them. But edu-
cation makes little differ1ence in whether people 
read or use the .informationo 
(9) Most people are willing to pay a n.ominal fee for 
publications they wanto 
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(10) If the personnel distributing the extension cir-
culars know the content of each publication, they 
are in a better position to select the best 
publications for answering the public's questionso 
(11) A mail survey is;a practical method of evaluating 
readership and use of publicationso 
CHAPTER II 
METHOD AND PROCEDURE 
Selection of Material 
Nine extension circulars were used in this studyo The 
publications were selected on the basis of demand, in order 
to provide an ample audience for a mail survey. Mailing 
room records and requests were used as a guide in selecti~no 
The selected publications'may be grouped into three 
general classifications: 
, 
(1) Those pertaining to the home ,and homemaking 
designed to appeal to womeno 
a. Circular E-673 BarbecUing Chicken and Turkey 
bo Circular E-595 Cooking Fresh Vegetables 
c. Circular E-269 Sewing Handbook 
(2) Those pertaining to better family living appealing 
to both'men and womeno 
ao Circular E-682 An Introduction to Landscape 
Planning 
b. Circular E-703 Better Lawns for Oklahoma 
c. Circular E-726 Estate Planning 
(3) Thcfse directed toward the farmer or persons 
interested in ~griculture. 
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a. Circular E-619 A Cow and Calf Program 
b. Circular E-670 Feeding and Management of 
Swine 
c. Circular E-635 Know Your Fertilizers 
Study Procedure 
6 
A questionnaire was prepared for each circular used in 
the .study ( See Appendix A, Exhibits I-IX), and all were sim-
ilar in patterno Certain sections of the questionnaires 
were varied to fit each specific publication. For example, 
in answer to: "What information from Landscape Planning 
have you used?," variations included "selecting a home 
site," determining public, private, and service areas," 
"developing the landscape plan," and "decisions on exe-
cuting the plan." Each publication required different 
variations. Similar variations were included for data 
recording purposes in answer to "How did you happen to 
become interested in this publication?" and "How did you 
find out about Extension Circular ( Name of Circular)?" 
The last part of the questionnaire requested that t he 
reader provide some information about himself. He was asked 
to write in his occupation and check the proper item for his 
sex, where he lives, age, and education. 
Using United States census records as a basis, occu-
pation was coded into nine categories for the purpose of 
analysis. These were: farmers, housewives, professional 
workers' educators' non-profe''ssional workers' ·cler,ical' 
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laborers, students, and retired persons. 
Each questionnaire asked the reader to give his opinion 
as to the clarity of illustrations with the exception of 
Extension Circular Cooking Fresh Vegetables, which did not 
contain any illustrative material essential for 
clarification. 
The questionnaire required only check marks for answers 
and had one open-end question. This query was "If it did 
not answer all your questions, what additional information 
did you want to know?." This is believed to be one of the 
more significant parts of the questionnaire because it re-
veals whether the reader received the information he wantedo 
Response obtained from this question is given in Appendix Ba 
Mailing room requests were obtained for a seven-month 
period from September, 1961 through March, 1962. These con-
sisted of letters and postcards sent to Oklahoma State Uni-
versity requesting specific publications or informat~on~in 
a specific area. Both Oklahoma and out-of-stat~ requests 
were included in the study. In order to supplement this 
list, extension agents in three Oklahoma counties were asked 
to maintain publication distribution records for a two-month 
period from February 1 to March 31, 1962. Two of the 
. ' 
counties, Caddo and Adair, have predominantly rural popu-
lations. · Adair is located in -the eastern part of the state, 
while Caddo county is in the western part. Orie county, 
Tulsa , was chosen for its large urban population. 
-Persons surveyed had either requested one or more of 
_the nine selected- publications or had been sent a copy of 
the publica~ion in answer to a general request. Libraries 
and extension personnel _from other universities were ex-
cluded from the mailing list. An accompanying letter (See 
Appendix A, Exhibit X) was sent to , each person asking the 
recipient to complete the questionnaire(s) and return 
promptly. The questionnaires were mailed First Class and 
a self-addressed business reply envelope (See Appendix A, 
Exhibit XI) was enclosedo 
Eighteen hundred and fifty-five addresses of persons 
who had received one or more of the nine selected pub~i-
cations were obtained from t~e mailing room and county 
8 
agent recor_ds. Each individual was mg.iled the question-
naire(s) pertaining to the publication(s) which he had 
~reviously r -ecei ved along with the introductory letter o 
Since more than one questionnaire was mailed to some per-
sons, a total of 1,958 questionnaires were sent out in the 
survey. Five h_undred and ei-ghty-one questionnaires, approx-
imately' 30 per cent of those distributed, were returned o A 
detailed breakdown as to the number of questionnaires mailed 
for each extension circular is given in Table I. 
Findings of the Pilot Study 
A pilot study was made prior to the major -study to 
deter~ine changes that ought to be made on the question-
naires. Questionnaires were mailed to 120 addresses ran-
domly selected from ma~ling room requests. Forty-four were 
returned by the end of the third week. In answer to "How 
many people do you think read your copy of (Name of 
Circular?," tl)e pilot study indicated that the question 
should be reworded to inc,lude the phrase "other than your-
., 
self." The variables ·· ::pertaining to questions "What infor-
mation have you used?" and "How did you happen to become 
interested in this publication?" were re-examined. Where 
the meaning of the variables was so similar that it caused 
confusion to the reader,' they were combinedo For example: 
in the pilot questionnaire for Extension Circular Better 
Lawrrs for Oklahoma, two of the possible answers for the 
question "How did you happen to become interested in this 
publication?" were "Want to know more about lawn care" and 
"Interested in suggestions for lawn improvement." Examina-
9 
tion of the motivations of the variables indicated that they 
were nearly the same, therefore, "Want to know more about 
lawn care" was eliminated from the questionnaire used in the 
major study. 
According to the United States Census Bureau, towns of 
b,elow 2,500 are considered "rural" and 2,500 -and above 
"urban." These two breakdowns for nonfarm residents were 
used in the pilot study. . This breakdown c·aused considerable 
confusion among urban ·residents, particularly among those 
living ~n large metropolitan cities (according to the census 
bureau, cities of 50,000 or more). Therefore, the question 
"Where do you live?" was reworded to ·give the following 
breakdown f0r nonfarm or country re 9idents: In a small town 
10 
(under 2,500), In a town (2,500 to 9,999), In a town (10,000 
to 24,999), In a city (25,000 to 49,999), In a city of 
50,000 or more. 
Due to the frequent mention of "Extension News" on the 
., 
pilot questionnaires (in answer to "How did you find out 
'about Extension Circular ( Name of Circular)?," this i tern was 
l 
added on all the questionnaires. "Oklahoma Extension News " 
is a monthly publication in newspaper format issued by 
Oklahoma State University's Agricultural Information 
Services for persons interested in current information about 
~griculture and home economics. 
Treatment of the Data 
The rate of return of questionnaires in the major study 
declined markedly after a period of three weeks. The 
questionnaires were edited upon return and coded fqr IBM 
machine tabulation. Answers to the question "If it did not 
answer all your questions, what additi onal info.rmation did 
you want to know?," were typed on regula,r 8t by 11 paper 
I 
and categorized by hand (Appendix B). 
Because many respondents mentioned "What's New," a list 
of available publications f or Oklahomans published twi ce 
yearly, this t i tle was entered on Table VIII for dat a 




Variation in Demand 
Demand for extension circulars, as measured by requests 
received by the Oklahoma State University mailing room as 
well as requests filled by the extension agents of Caddo, 
Tulsa, and Adair counties, varied considerably (See Table 
I). In answer to the query "How did you find out about 
the extension circular?," it was learned that the large 
response for Cooking Fresh Vegetables was due to a mention 
in Kiplinger's magazine "Changing Times," a consumer's 
guide. The number of letters and postcards requesting 
Cooking Fresh Vegetables received by the mailing room was 
! 
so great that upon randomly selecting over 1,200 addresses, 
the sample was felt to be large enough for adequate study. 
This was the only one of the nine selected circulars in this 
study where every recipient was not mailed a questionnaire. 
The circular Barbecuing Chicken and Turkey was featured 
in a newspaper article appearing in the "Daily Oklahoman," 
one of Oklahoma's two state newspapers. Circular An Intro-
duction to Landscape Planning was listed- in the "Educator's 
Index of Free Material," an index service for teachers and 
11 
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librarians, and ~n "McCall's" magazine under the heading 
"Booklets You Can Use." Extension Circular Estate Planning 
was recommended on a farm program carried by a Tulsa radio 
station, KVOO. Apparently, this publicity had a marked 
effect on demand. 
The p~riod during which the study was conducted is also 
believed to have had some effect on demand. Better Lawns 
fQ.r. Oklahoma, for example, might be expected to be of more 
interest in the spring when home owners plan lawns than 
during other seasons of the year. 
Lack of demand for the three farm publications in the 
study indicates the need f _or additional research in this 
areao During the seven-month period of the study, thousands 
of mailing room requests were obtained. In addition, 
hundreds of requests were recorded by extension agents in 
the three Oklahoma counties during February and Marcho Yet 
only 27 requests were received for Extension Circular 
Feeding and Management of Swine, 20 for Know Your Ferti-
lizers, and 26 for A Cow and Calf Program. Since one of 
the factors in selecting a circular for the study was sample 
size, the three farm publications were among the leading in 
farm circular demand for all circulars designed to ·fill the 
needs of the farmer even though the total requests were 
small. 
. .. 
This lack of demand could mean that farmers are obtain-
ing the circulars in some way other than directly from 
extension agent or the mailing room. It is possible many 
farmers receive the publications through their . children, 
who receive the publications through 4-H and vocational 
agriculture programs. It may mean that farmers no longer 
13 
need or depend on extension circulars, preferring farm maga-
zii:ies or other sources of information. It could be that 
better educated farmers now tend to obtain needed informa-
tion directly from the source or that farm publications are 
doing a better job of keeping farmers informed than in the 
past. A major reason to be considered for lack of demand 
is the possibility that farmers do not know of the 
availability of the publications. 
Comparisons by Classification 
Readership of all the publications was high, as is 
shown in Table II. Apparently, if the individual is 
interi~ted enough to request the ci~cular, he will read ito 
In comparing the circulars grouped by classification 
(i.e., homemaking, family living, and agriculture), 82 per 
cent of the respondents for Barbecuing Chicken and Turkey, 
Cooking Fresh Vegetables, and Sewing Handbook were found 
to be women. (See Table III.) In contrast, 54 per cent of 
the respondents for An Introduction to Landscape Planning, 
Better Lawns, and Estate Planning were men. Only one of the 
respondents for A Cow and Calf Program, Feeding .fillQ., 
. . 
Management of Swine, and Know Your Fertilizers was a womano 
All three classifications were dominated by urban 
readers (Table IV). Approximately 88 per cent of the 
readers· were urban residents and only 20 per cent rural. 
Forty-eight per cent of the readers lived in cities of 
14 
50 ,ooo or more.. (See page 9 for definition of rural and 
urban population according to United States census records.) 
Several factors are probably responsible for the large 
number of urban readers. First, this study was based 
largely on publication requests received by the Oklahoma 
State University mailing roomo It might be expected that 
the urban reader would obtain his publications through the 
mailing ~oom rather than through the normal rural outlet, 
the country extension agent. 
Several of the extension circulars were mentioned in 
magazines, newspapers·, or on radio programs. These mentions 
were a~ways followed by large numbers of urban requests to 
the mailing room, many of which . were from out 'of state. 
A factor which must be recognized as responsible for 
part of this change is Oklahoma's declining rural audience o 
According to 1960 United State.s Census Bureau statistics, 
62.9 per cent of Oklahoma's population is now classified as 
urban and 37.1 per cent, rural. This compares with 51 per 
cent, urban, and 49 per cent, rural, in 1950. Only 11 per 
cent of the rural population is classified as farm 
population. 
Distribution records maintained during February and 
March by c~unty extension agents show that nearly 100 per 
cent of those obtaining publications i n Tulsa County 
(metropolitan by census standards) listed urban addresses . 
15 
About two-thirds .of those who obtained publications from 
Adair County agents (predominately rural eastern Oklahoma 
county) had rural addresses, while records for Caddo County 
(predominately rural west-central Oklahoma county) appeared 
to be about equally divided betwe·en urban and rur.al 
residents. 
Table V shows that the circulars directed toward the 
homemaker are being read mainly by the 41 to 60 age group, 
while readers in the other two classifications are mostly 
in the 21 to 40 age groupo 
Approximately 88 per cent of all the respondents for 
the nine selected extension circulars had high school edu-
cations (Table VI). More than 66 per cent had at least some 
college education. Only 12 per cent had less than high 
school educations. Eighty per cent of the respondents i n 
" 
the family living classification had some college educa~: ono 
As would be expected, nearly half of the respondents 
for the homemaking circulars were housewi ves (Table VII) . 
The publications in the family livi ng classification were 
in demand by professional and non-professional men and women 
as well as housewives, indicating that the circulars are 
reaching the audience for which they were written to appeal. 
Table VIII indicate s t hat magazines and newspapers ar e 
the most effective media for informing the public about t he 
circulars ~ The table also indicates the need for more u se 
of the mass media. 
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TABLE I 
NUMBER OF QUESTIONN~IRES MAILED AND RETURNED FOR 
EACH OF NINE SELECTED EXTENSION CIRCULARS 
Name of Publication Number Number Per Cent Mailed Returned Returned 
Barbecuing Chicken and 
Turkey 185 45 24 .. 3 
Cooking Fresh Vegetables 1,234 384 3lol 
Sewing Handbook 128 39 30c4 
An Introduction to Landscape 
.Planning 180 40 22o2 
Better Lawns for Oklahoma 59 19 32 .. 2 
Estate Planning 99 36 36oJ 
A Cow and Calf Pro0gram 26 8 30c7 
Feeding and Management of 
Swine 27 8 2906 
Know Your Fertilizers 20 2 lOoO 
Total 1,958 581 2906 
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TABLE II 
COMPARISON OF THE READERSHIP OF NINE SELECTED EXTENSION CIRCULARS 
ResEondents Who Read: 
Name of All of Two-Thirds One-half One-fourth 
Publication Publi- of Publi- of Publi- of Publi-cation cation cation cation None 
No. % No., % No. % No. % No. % 
Barbecuing 
Chicken and 
Turkey 40 88.90 l 2.22 l 2.22 l 2.22 2 4.44 
Cooking Fresh 
Vegetables 331 88.27 28 7.47 11 2.93 2 0.53 3 0.80 
Sewing Hand-
book 25 69.45 3 8.33 3 8.33 5 13.89 0 o.oo 
An Introduction 
to Landscape 
Planning 35 94.59 0 o.oo 0 o.oo 0 o.oo 2 5.41 
Better Lawns 
for Oklahoma 14 73.69 l 5.26 i 5.26 l 5.26 2 10.53 
Estate 
Planning 30 85.72 0 o.oo 2 5.71 3 8.57 0 o.oo 
A Cow and 
Calf Program 7 100.00 0 o.oo 0 o.oo 0 o.oo 0 o.oo 
Feeding and 
Management 
of .Swine 4 57.15 0 o.oo l 14.29 l 14.29 l 14.29 
Know Your 
Fertilizers 2 100.00 0 o.oo 0 o.oo 0 o.oo 0 o.oo 
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TABLE III 
EXTENSION CIRCULAR READERS BY SEX 
I I 
Publication Number of Respondents Male Female 
Barbecuing Chicken and 
Turkey 13 
(Per Cent) 29055 
Cooking Fresh Vegetab~es 67 
( Per Cent) 17 o 54 
Sewing Handbook 2 
(Per Cent) 5.13 
An Introduction to Landscape Planning 14 
(Per Cent) 35.00 
Better Lawns for Oklahoma 11 
(Per Cent) 57.89 
Estate Planning 26 
(Per Cent) 74.29 
A Cow and Calf Program 8 
(Per Cent) 100.0 
Feeding and Management of Swine 7 
(Per Cent) 87.50 
Know Your Fertilizers 2 




82 .. 46 
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EXTENSION CIRCULAR READERS BY GEX)GRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION 
Number of ResEondents Who Live: 
On a On an In a In a In a · Ina In a Other• 
farm Acreage small town town city city of 
Publication town 2,500 10,000 25,000 50,000 
under to to to or more 
2,500 9,999 24,000 49 1000 
Barbecuing 
Chicken and 
Turkey 7 0 6 4 4 5 19 0 
(Per Cent) 15.56 o.oo, 13.33 8.89 8.89 11.11 42.22 o.oo 
Cooking Fresh 
Vegetables 7 14 25 43 42 45 204 3 
(Per Cent) 1.83 3.65 6.53 11.23 10.97 11.75 53.26 0.78 
Sewing Handbook 10 4 5 7 2 2 7 2 
(Per Cent) 25.64 10.26' 12.81 17.95 5.13 5.13 17.95 5.13 
An Introduction 
to Landscape 
Planning 5 1 6 5 4 . l 18 0 
(Per Cent) 12.50 2.50 15.00 12.50 10.00 2.50 45.00 o.oo 
Be,t ter Lawns 
for Oklahoma 0 0 1 5 2 0 11 0 
(Per Cent) o.oo .o.oo 15.26 26.32 10.53 o.oo 57.89 o.oo 
Estate Planning 11 1 2 3 3 2 13 1 
·• 
(Per Cent) 30.55 2.78 / 5.56 8.33 8.33 5.56 36.11 2.78 
A Cow and Cal r 
Program 2 1 1 0 0 1 3 0 
(Per Cent) 25.00 12.50 12.50 o.oo o.oo 12.50 37.50 o.oo 
Feeding & Manage-
m'ent of Swine· 3 0 0 1 0 0 3 1 
(Per Cent) 37.50 o.oo o.oo 12.50 o.oo o.oo 37.50 12.50 
Know Your 
Fertilizers 0 0 l 0 1 0 0 0 
(Per Cent) o.oo o.oo 50.00 o.oo 50.00 o.oo o.oo o.oo 
I 
• Other included: "In a rural area" (3), "Live in Oklahoma City 
but have acreage in country," "Have home in Norman but have farm in Gar-
field county where I live six months during summer," "Lake area devel-
opment, 11 "Live most of year on college campus with a rural setting." 




EXTENSION CIRCULAR READERS BY AGE GROUP 
Publication Number of Res;eondents Between the A~es of: 12 to 20 21 to 4o 41 to 60 61 & over 
Barbecuing Chicken 
and Turkey 0 10 23 9 
(Per Cent) 4.55 22.73 52.27 20.45 
Cooking Fresh Vegetables 13 162 159 49 
(Per Cent) 3.39 42.30 41.51 12.80 
Sewing Handbook 4 13 17 5 
(Per Cent) 10.26 33.33 43.59 12.82 
An Introduction to 
Landscape Planning 0 18 16 5 
(Per Cent) o.oo 46.15 41.03 12.82 
Better Lawns for 
Oklahoma l 7 7 4 
(Per Cent) 5.2 36.84 36.84 21.05 
Estate Planning 0 14 13 8 
(Per Cent) o.oo 4o.oo 37.14 22.86 
A Cow and Calf Program 2 l 4 l 
(Per Cent) 25.00 12.50 50.00 12.50 
Feeding and Management 
of Swine 0 5 3 0 
(Per Cent) o.oo 62.50 37.50 o.oo 
Know Your Fertilizers 0 2 0 0 
(Per Cent) o.oo 100.00 o.oo o.oo 
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TABLE VI 










An Introduction to 
Landscape Planning 
(Per Cent) 









ment of Swine 
(Per Cent) 

























of Respondents with Education Level of: 
Com- Some Com- Some Com- Had 
pleted High pleted College pleted grad-
8th School High College uate 
d Sh 1 k gra e C ()0 wor 
2 3 7 16 7 9 
4.55 6.82 15.91 36.36 15.91 20.45 
10 32 85 135 55 60 
2.62 8.4o 22.31 35.43 14.44 15.75 
1 6 13 8 4 5 
2.63 15.79 34.21 21.05 ·10.53 13.16 
1 0 7 11 4 15 
2.50 o.oo 17.50 27.50 10.00 37.50 
1 1 3 4 3 7 
5.26 5.26 15.79 21.05 15.79 36.85 
0 1 2 14 8 10 
o.oo 2.78 5.55 38.89 22.22 27.78 
0 2 2 1 1 2 
o.oo 25.00 25.00 12.50 12.50 25000 
\ 
0 0 3 1 0 4 
o.oo o.oo 37.50 12.50 o.oo 50.00 
0 0 1 0 0 1 
o.oo o.oo 50.00 o.oo o.oo 50.00 
TABLE VII 
EXTENSION CIRCULAR READERS BY OCCUPATION 
Number of Res~ondents Classified as: 
Publication Farmers House- Profess- Educa- Non-Pro- Cler- Laborers Students Retired 
wives ional tors fessional ical 
workers workers 
Barbecuing Chicken 
and Turkey 0 22 8 3 1 5 1 1 2 
(Per Cent) o.oo .51.16 18.60 6. 98 2.32 11.63 2.33 2.33 4.65 
Cooking Fresh Vegetables 0 172 46 20 22 75 7 14 20 
(Per Ce:nt) o.oo 45.75 12.23 5.32 5.85 19.95 1.86 3.72 5.32 
Sewing Handbook 0 24 1 5 0 4 1 3 1 
(Per Cent) o.oo 61.53 2.56 12.81 o.oo 10.25 2.56 7.69 2.56 
An Introduction to 
Landscape Planning 1 14 6 7 2 4 3 1 1 
(Per Cent) 2.56 35.90 15.38 17.95 5.12 10.26 7.69 2.56 2.56 
Better Lawns for Oklahoma 0 6 7 0 0 2 1 0 2 
(Per Cent) o.oo 33.33 38.89 o.oo o.oo 11.11 5.56 o.oo 11.11 
Estate Planning 3 8 7 0 7 2 0 5 4 
(Per Cent) 8.33 22.22 19.44 o.oo 19.44 5.56 o.oo 13.90 11.11 
A Cow and Calf Program 4 0 0 1 1 0 0 2 0 
(Per Cent) 150.00 o.oo o.oo 12.50 12.50 o.oo o.oo 25.00 o.oo 
Feeding & Management of Swine 3 1 2 1 1 0 0 0 0 
(Per Cent) 37.50 12.50 25.00 12.50 12.50 o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo 
Know Your Fertilizers 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 




IIOW THE llEADER FOUND OUT ABOU'J' TIIE EXTENSION CIRCULAB 
Publication !low the Respondents Found Out About Publication: 
---
.. 
" .. ... 0 .; j' " ... II II ... ... " -s " .. .. " J ll :f ... .. ... " io I:. .. E; z ... p • .P 0 :i ... .:: .:: 0 .. " .. ... ... " g-,: •P ... 8. !! .. 0 z 1i ~- ~ 0 t) t) :-e, 0 ... ... .s: . i !. ~ II II u II " -~ ....... .. .. .. 0 " :, ... " .g .... .. .. f .. II .. :;j .. .. ... .. J~ l •z r I J ... • l j .. ... p .., ) ... 8 .. : 5 ,:! .f ill ... .!· s · z · "'0 
&rbecuii,g Chicken 
and Turkey 21 2 5 2 3 1 0 2 1 0 0 5 0 0 0 2 0 
(Per Cent) 47.72 4.55 11.36 4.55 6.82 2.27 o.oo 4.55 2.27 o.oo o.oo 11.36 0.00 o.oo 0,00 4.55 o.oo -
Cooking hesh 
Vegetables 15 325 6 3 0 0 3 9 1 0 0 7 0 0 0 3 ·7 
(Per Cent) 3.96 85.75 1.58 0.79 o.oo 0.00 0.79 2.38 o.26 o.oo o.oo 1.85 o.oo o.oo o.oo 0.79 1.85 
Sewing Handbook 0 3 0 3 0 9 3 5 1 0 l 9 0 0 0 .. 0 -
(Per Cent) o.oo 7.89 o.oo 7.89 0.00 23.69 7. 89 13.16 2.63 o.oo 2.63 23.69 · o;oo o.oo o.oo 10.53 o.oo 
An Introduction to 
J.andscape Planning 1 19 l 0 ·1 5 l l l .l 0 2 0 0 0 5 -2 
(?er Cent) 2.50 47.50 2.50 o.oo 2.50 12.50 2.50 2.50 2.50 2.50 o.oo 5.00 o.oo o.oo o.oo 12.50 .5.00 
~---·- :.:2--
.!letter lawns for 
Oklahoma 0 4 0 0 1 3 0 5 1 2 0 1 0 0 0 2 0 
(Per .Cent) o.oo 21.05 o.oo o.oo 5.26 15.79 o.oo 26.32 5.26 10.53 o.oo 5.26 . o.oo o.oo o.oo 10.53 o.oo 
:Estate Planning :5 2 6 6 3 0 0 3 2 0 0 4 0 0 0 5 o.oo 
(Per Cent) .13.89 5.55 16.67 16.67 8.33 o.oo o. oo 8.33 5.55 o.oo o.oo 11.11 o,oo o.oo o.oo 1:1.89 o.oo 
A Cow and Ca1f 
Program 0 l 0 l 0 0 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 
(Per Cent) o.oo 12.50 o.oo 12.50 o. oo 0.00 25.oa. 25.00 o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo 25.00 o.oo 
Feeding and Management 
of Swine 0 0 0 2 0 0 2 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(Per Cent) ' o.oo o.oo o.oo 25.00 o.oo o.oo 25.00 50.00 o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo .o.oo o.oo o.oo 
Know Your Fertilizers 0 0 0 l 0 0 0 1 0 0 o> 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(Per Cent) o.oo o.oo o.oo 50.00 o.oo o.oo o.oo 50.00 o.oo o.oo o.oo 0.00 o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo 
• other included: Barbecuing Chicken and Tur~ey, ''Learned about publication while attending poultry meeting," "llailed a.long vith requested 
paopblets"; Coold..ng ..lresh Vegetables, ''In a book ca11ed "11001 ~ !'t!!., 11 "Government newspaper," "Con.su.mer economics course"; Sev1ng Handbook, 
1!Learned about J)Ublication through a friend who is taY~ sewing course," "My sister saw it in a cleanar£ia.," ''Bib11ography of Agriculture," "At the 
hair dresser"; An Introduction to Landscape Pl.amrl.ng, 11Educator's Index for lree 1'.aterial.s" (J+), ''Have known about publication since uni.Yersit1 student"; 
Better lawns for Oklahoma, "Bave known since student ther!I?," "Asked for this information during visit to Oklahoma State University"; F.atate Planning, 
"Learned about publication through economics professor" (5) ; A Cow -and Ca1f Program, ''Wrote to Still.water for a list. of publlcationa," "Through 
vocational agriculture teacher." I\) 
\J,) 
Barbecuing Chicken and Turkey 
Of the 185 questionnaires mailed to r ·ecipients of the 
Extension Circular Barbecuing Chicken and Turkey, 45, or 
24.3 per ceht, were returned (Table I). 
24 
Women accounted for 70.45 per cent of the requests and 
men 29.55 per cent (Table III)o 
The majority, 42.22 per cent, of the respondents live 
in a city of 50,000 or moreo (See Table IV). Table V 
shows that slightly more than 52 per cent of the readers 
were in the 41 to 60 age group. Twenty-two per cent were 
in the 21 to 4o age group and 20.45 per cent in the 61 and 
over age group. Seventy-two per cent of the respondents 
_had an educational level of· at least some college. 
Eighty-eight per cent had a high school education or aboveo 
As shown in Table VII, housewives accounted for 51 per 
cent of the respondents, while professional workers 
comprised 18.6 per cent and clerical, llo63 per cento 
' 
More than 61 per cent of the readers of Barbecuing 
Chicken and Turkey classified the circular as very help-
ful (Table IX). Some 21.43 per cent called it useful and 
14.29 per cent extremely helpful. Only 2.38 per cent said 
the circular was not very helpful. 
Ninety-five per cent of the readers stated that the 
circular gave them completely or almost everything they 
wanted to know (Table X), in comparison to 4.76 per cent 
which said it gave only part or very little. 
25 
Only five readers listed information that they wanted 
,. 
to know. This respon.se is given in Appendix B. 
All of the resp~n,dents classified the writing in the 
circular as clear or exceptionally clear.., while slightly 
more than 93 per cent stated that the illustrations were 
understandab~e or exceptionally understandable. (See 
Tables XI and XII.) 
Nearly 90 per cent of the respondents read all of the 
circular. Six per cent of the readers read only part (Table 
II). 
"Barbecue sauce recipes," "preparation of chicken and 
turkey," and "barbecuing procedure" were each checked by 
more than 60 per cent of the read~rs in response to "What 
information have you used?" Approximately 25 per cent of 
the readers said they had used information on "equipment 
cleaning" and "menu suggestions." Only 2.22 per cent used 
information on making of the grill, which might indicate a 
lack of reader need for this information (Table XIII)~ 
, 
Almost all the readers, 93.33 per cent, filed the 
circular for future referenc·e after reading, as shown in 
Table XIV. 
Over 53 per cent of the reader_s said that from 1 to 3 
persons read their copy of Barbecuing Chicken and Turkeyo 
Some 12 per cent (Table XV) indicated that seven or more 
persons read their copy. Those indicating no additional 
readership were 24.39 per cent. 
Apparently, the greatest factor motivati'ng reader 
26 
interest was the fact that the family enjoyed cook outso 
More than 57 per cent of the readers gave this reason for 
·their interest (Table XVI). 11 0btained new barbecuing set". 
was stated by 20 per cent of the respondents as a factor 
motivating reader interest and ''entertain frequently" 31.11 
per cent .• 
Forty-seven per cent of the respondents stated that 
they learned about the publication through a newspapero 
Radio or television, relative, friend, or neighbor accounted 
for an additional 22 per cento (See Table VIII.) 
Geographical distribution of respondents is shown in 
Figure 1, Most of the readers are located in Oklahomao 
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TABLE IX 
READERS' OPINIONS AS TO THE HELPFULNESS OF EXTENSION 
CIRCULAR "BARBECUING CHICKEN AND TURKEY" 
Opinion of Helpfulness Res:gondents Number Per Cent 
Extremely Helpful 6 14~29 
Very Helpful 26 61090 
Useful 9 2lo43 
Not Very Helpful 1 2o38 
Of No Value 0 OoOO 
No Answer 3 
Total 45 100000 
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TABLE X 
READERS' OPINIONS AS TO WHETHER EXTENSION CIRCULAR 
"BARBECUING CHICKEN AND TURKEY" GAVE WHAT 





Completely 20 47062 
Almost Everything. 20 47062 
In Part 1 2e38 
Very Little 1 2e38 
Not At Ali 0 OoOO 
No Answer 3 
Total ,45 100 .. 00 
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TABLE XI 
READERS' OPINIONS AS TO CLARITY OF WRITING OF EXTENSION 
CIRCULAR "BARBECUING CHICKEN AND TURKEY" 
Opinion of Writing Res12ondents 
Number Per Cent 
Exceptionally Clear 26 59010 
Clear 18 4oo90 
Fairly Clear 0 OoOO 
Difficult 0 OoOO 
Very Difficult 0 OoOO 
No Answer 1 
Total 45 100000 
TABLE XII 
READERS' OPINIONS OF THE UNDERSTANDABILITY OF 
ILLUSTRATIONS IN EXTENSION CIRCULAR 
"BARBECUING CHICKEN AND TURKEY" 
Res12ondents 
30 
Opinion of Illustrations Number Per Cent 
Exceptionally Understandable 14 31.82 
Understandable 27 61.36 
Fairly Understandable 3 6.82 
Confusing 0 OoOO 
Very Confusing 0 o.oo 
No Answer 1 
Total 45 100000 
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TABLE XIII 
INFORMATION USED FROM EXTENSION CIRCULAR 
''BARBECUING CHICKEN AND TURKEY" 
} 
Information 
Number Per Cent 
Readers Who Used: 
Barbecue sauce recipes 30 66067 
Making of grill 1 2o22 
Preparation of Chicken and 
Turkey 28 62022 
Barbecuing procedure 28 62022 
Equipment cleaning 11 24044 
Menu suggestion 12 26067 
Have not yet used 2 4o44 
Other 0 OoOO 
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TABLE XIV 
WHAT THE READER DID WITH EXTENSION CIRCULAR "BARBECUING 
CHICKEN AND TURKEY" AFTER READING " 
Response 
Gave it to a family member 
Gave it to a friend, relative, 
or neighbor 
Filed it for future reference 














ADDITIONAL READERS OF EXTENSION CIRCULAR 
"BARBECUING CHICKEN AND TURKEY" 
Number of · Res:gondents 
Additional Readers ·Number 
10 or More 2 
From 7 to 9 3 
From 4 to 6 4 
From 1 to 3 22 
None 10 












FACTORS THAT MOTIVATED READER INTEREST IN EXTENSION 
CIRCULAR "BARBECUING CHICKEN AND TURKEY" 
Motivating 
Factor 
Obtained new barbecuing set 
Entertain frequently 
Family enjoys cook outs 
Other* 
Why Readers Became Interested: 









* Other included: "Because doctor ordered no fried 
food and suggested broiled steak, etc.·," "It was mailed 
along with reqti'ested pamphlets," 11Curiosi ty," "I am an old 
bride. My mother kept house for me. Now I have my own home 
and r need help in working and running a home also, 11 
"Needed outdoor coo}.{ery lesson," "I spent nine years in the 
heart of ·the poultry area in Virginia as a poultry patholo-
gist," "Heard advertized," ''Read about :publication in 











Figure 1 . Geogr aphical Distribution of Respondents of Extension Circular "Barbecuing 




Cooking Fresh Vegetables 
More than 1,200 questionnaires (Table I) were mailed 
to recipients of the Extension Circular Cooking Fresh 
Vegetables. This waf:l by far the largest of all the samples. 
A return of 384, or 3lol per cent, was received. 
As might be expected, most of the respondents were 
women (82.46 per cent). It is interesting to note , however, 
that 17.54 per cent of the respondents were men. (See 
Table III.) 
Fifty-three per cent of the respondents listed their 
homes as being in a city of 50,000 or more. Only 12.1 per 
'i 
cent of the respondents were classified as living in a rur al 
area (Table IV). 
Most of the respondents gave their ages as being in 
either the 21 to 40 or the 41 to 60 age group. Only 3 .39 
per cent listed thei r age in the 12 to 20 group and 12 . 8 
per cent as 61 or over (Table V). 
More than 35 per cent of the respondents stated they 
had "completed some coll ege" for the largest single group. 
Twenty-two per cent said they had "completed high school , " 
while 30.19 per cent sta.ted they had "completed college " or 
\ 
"had graduate work . " Only four out of the 384 respondent s 
indicated that they had an education of less than the eighth 
grade (Table VI). 
Housewives comprised 45 . 75 per cent of the respondents . . 
and clerical workers 19 . 95 per cent . Professional workers 
were third with 12.23 per cent (Table VII). 
Readers' opinions as to the helpfulness of Cooking 
Fresh Vegetables were: "very helpful," 46.97 per cent; 
"useful," 28.5 per cent; and "extremely helpful," 18.73 
per cent (Table XVII). More than five per cent said the 
circular was not very helpful or of no value. 
Eighty per cent of the readers said the circul ar com-
pletely or almost gave what they wanted to 'know. Eighteen 
per cent res.ponded "in part," "very 11 ttle," or "not at 
all." (Table XVIII) 
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In answer to "If it did not answer all your questions ~ 
what .?dditional information did you , want to know?," 103 
readers, or 26 per cent of the total number of question-
naires returned, indicated the need for additional i nfor-
mation. (See Appendix B.) Forty-six per cent of these 
respondents wanted additional recipes or new and different 
ways of serving vegetables . Part of this group wanted to 
know how to fix unusual vegetables not mentioned in the 
circular. Nearly 20 per cent of the respondents wanted 
information concerning nutrition and factors affecting 
health. Others wanted more detailed instructions on 
selection and buying of vegetables. 
Ninety-five per cent of the readers called the wri t i ng 
in the circular ·clear or exceptionally clear (Table XIX) o 
Only one person, a man, considered it difficult. 
Readership of the publication was high wi,th 88 . 27 per 
cent reading all of it (Table II) o 
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Table XX shows that all of the information in the pub-
lication is being used. Information checked most frequently 
was "cooking methods," 63.54 per cent; "recipes," 58.59 per 
cent; and the "timetable for boiling vegetables," 58.33 per 
cent. 
After reading, 92.11 per cent said they filed the pub-
lication for future reference. Four persons threw it away o 
(Table XXI) 
Forty-seven per cent 6f the readers indicated that from 
1 to 3 persons read the~r copy of the publication. (Table 
XXII) 
In answer to "How did you become interested in the pub-
lication?, 11 63. 8 per cent said "inte.rested in new ideas 11 
.. 
(Table XXIII). Other factors frequently checked by readers 
as responsible for reader interest were "enjoy cooking," 
"want to improve cooking method," and "interested in 
mai9taining nutritional value of vegetables." 
Eighty-five per cent of the readers said they found out 
about the circular in a magazine (Table VIII). Kiplinger' s 
consumer's guide, "Changing Times," was named by many 
' .· 
readers as this magazine. 
Figure ·2 shows that the greatest percentage of the re-
spondents live in the New England states. Only five of the 
384 questionnaires returned were postmarked in Oklahoma. 
Two of the respondents were from Hawaii, one from Canada, 
and four from Washington, Do C. 
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TABLE XVII 
READERS' OPINIONS AS TO THE HELPFULNESS OF EXTENSION 
CIRCULAR "COOKING FRESH VEGETABLES" 
Opinion of Res12ondents 
Helpfulness Number Per Cent 
Extremely Helpful 71 18073 
Very Helpful 178 46097 
Useful 108 280 50 
Not Very Helpful 21 5o54 
Of No Value 1 Oo26 
No Answer 5 
Total 384 100000 
4o 
TABLE XVIII 
READERS' OPINIONS AS TO WHETHER EXTENSION CIRCULAR 
"COOKING FRESH VEGETABLES" GAVE 
WHAT THEY WANTED TO KNOW 
Opinion Res12ondents Number Per Cent 
Completely 157 42 .. 32 
Almost Everything 144 38.,81 
In Part 53 14029 
Very Little 13 3o50 
Not At All 4 1 .. 08 
·No Answer 13 
Total 384 100000 
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TABLE XIX 
READERS' OPINIONS AS TO CLARITY OF WRITING OF EXTENSION 
CIRCULAR "COOKING FRESH VEGETABLES" 













1 . __ Qo26 
0 OoOO 
5 
·384 100,,00 .. .. 
TABLE XX 
INFORMATION USED FROM EXTENSION CIRCULAR 
"COOKING FRESH VEGETABLES" 
42 
Information 
Readers Who Used: 
Timetable for boiling vegetables 




Holding color in vegetables 
Serving ideas 
Recipes 
























* Other included: ''Reference for sales research and 
purchasing consultant," "Clarified meaning of terms, au 
gratin, glazed, scallopedo 11 
TABLE XXI 
WHAT THE READER DID WITH EXTENSION CIRCULAR 
flCOOKING FRESH VEGETABLES" AFTER READING 
Response 
Gave it to a family member 
Gave it to friend, relative, 
or neighb,or · 
Filed it for future reference 






















* Other inc'luded: "Used in home economics~ class, 
then filed in library for. next . .classes,,, "Gave to hotel chef 
(hotel manage;r), 11 "Left in office waiting room for patients 
t'o read (medical secretary)," l!Loaned it to a friend, plan 
to keep 1 t for future· reference o '' 
Number of 
Additional 
10 or More 
From 7 to 
From 4 to 





ADDITIONAL READERS OF EXTENSION CIRCULAR 



















FACTORS THAT MOTIVATED READER INTEREST IN 
"COOKING FRESH VEGETABLES" 
45 
Motivating Factor Why Readers Became Interested g 
Enjoy cooking 
Plan vegetable garden 
Want to improve cooking method 
Want to learn how to cook vegetables 
Want to teach daughter 
Interested in maintaining nutritional 
value of vegetables 
Interested in new ideas 
Other* 


















* Other included: "Read about publication in maga-
zine," (2), "Saw that publication was free," "desire to 
overcome dislike of overcooked or frozen vegetables," 
"Operate a hotel restaurant," "My husband sent for it," 
"Plan to marry," "Wanted publication for reference in work" 
(catering service), "Wanted it to give to a young friend," 
"Interested in properly prepared vegetables," "Wanted 
recipes," "Looking for ways _to prepare vegetables for a low= 
cholestrol diet," "Wantf3d to know vegetable effects on 
colitis," "Saw fellow students copy," "Wanted to use in 
teaching a food unit in consumer economics in high school, 11 
"Want to teach wife to cooko" 
2 
A r1z ona 




.A1on ran a 
No rt h Dako t a 
1 8 















Thirty-nine out of 128 questionnaires were received 
from recipients of Extension Circular Sewing Handbook 
(Table I)o 
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As shown in Table III, two of the respondents were meno 
Table IV shows that the largest group of respondents 
for this publication live on a farm (25064 per cent)o In 
total, 48a71 per cent of the respondents are classified as 
living in a rural environment by census standardsa More 
than 17 per cent of the respondents live in cities of 50,000 
or moreo 
Table V shows that 43059 per cent were in the 41 to 60 
age group. The 21 to 40 age group comprised 33033 per cent 
of the respondentso Twelve per cent listed their age as 61 
and over and 10 per cent as 12 to 20. 
Slightly more than 34 per cent of the respondents said 
they,had completed up to a high school degreeo More than 
44 per cent indicated they had attained some level of higher 
educationa Only 20 per cent of the respondents had less 
than a high school degree (Table VI). 
Housewives comprised 6lo53 per cent of the respondents 
for Extension Circular Sewing Handbooka Educators accounted 
for 12081 per cent. (See Table VIIo) 
Half of the readers classified the circular as very 
helpful. More than 23 per cent called the circular extremely 
helpful and 23068 per cent said it was usefulo Only one 
reader said the publication was not very helpful as is 
shown in Table XXIV. 
In response to "Did the circular give you what you 
wanted to know?," 48065 per cent said "completely" and 
43.25 per cent stated "almost everything" (Table XXV)o 
Approximately seven per cent checked, "in pa.rt," "very 
little," or "not at allo 11 
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·Although only 48 per cent of the readers said the cir-
cular gave them "completely" what they wanted to know, only 
nine gave any explanationo Three of these expressed diffi= 
culty in understanding the illustrationso Others wanted 
information to specific problems (See Appendix B)o 
Fifty per cent of the respondents gave their opinion 
as to clarity of writing as "exceptionally clear" and 42011 
per cent said the writing was "clear." Three of the 39 
respondents said the writing was only ''fairly clearo 11 
(Table XXVI) 
Only 28095 per cent of the readers classified the il-
lustrations as exceptionally understandable (Table XXVII) o 
More than 52 per cent said it was understandable and 15 079 
per cent said it was fairly understandableo One respondent 
said the illust r ations were confusingo 
Only 69 per cent of the respondents read all of the 
publication (Table II) . Approximately 30 per cent of the 
readers said they read only parto Some of the readers 
explained that they had only read information applicable to 
their needso 
Table XXVIII indicates that all of the information in 
Sewing Handbook is being usedo Information pertaining to 
pattern handling, stitch making, sleeves, and hemming were 
mentioned by the greatest percentage of the readerso 
Nearly allot the readers said they filed the circular 
following readership (Table XXIX). 
Over 70 per cent of the readers said that more than one 
person read their copy of the circular (Table XXX)o Only 
26032 per cent said that their copy received no additional 
readershipo 
Slightly more th~n 46 per cent of the readers said they 
were interested in the publication because they sew for 
their fami1yo Over 30 per cent listed the motivating factor 
as "sew for hobby o II Wanting to learn to sew were 20 o 51 per 
cent and wanting to t e a ch daughter to sew were 120 82 per 
cento (See Table XXXIo) r 
Most of the readers said they found out about the cir= 
cular at a fair exhibit or from- a relative, friend, or 
neighbor (23069 per cent each)o Thirteen per cent stated 
they learned about the publication from their extension 
agento Only one person found out about the circular from 
her sewing club (Table VIII)o 
Nearly all of the readers live in Oklahoma as is shown 
in Figure 3 o One respc:fodent was from Canadao 
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TABLE XXIV 
READERS' OFINIONS AS TO THE HELPFULNESS OF EXTENSION 
CIRCULAR "SEWING HANDBOOK" 
Opinion of Re s12ondent s· · · 
Helpfulness Number Per Cent 
Extremely Helpful 9 23.68 
Very Helpful 19 50.00 
Useful 9 23068 
Not Very Helpful 1 2.64 
Of No Value 0 o.oo 
No ·Answer 1 
Total 39 100.00 
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TABLE XXV 
READERS' OPINIONS AS TO WHETHER EXTENSION CIRCULAR 
"SEWING HANDBOOK" GAVE WHAT 
THEY WANTED TO KNOW 
Opinion Res:gondents Number Per Cent 
Completely 18 48o'65 
Almost Everything 16 43 .. 25 
In Part 1 2,,70 
Very Little 1 2 .. 70 
·, 
Not At All 1 2 .. 70 
No Answer 2 
Tot-al 39 100000 
TABLE XXVI 
READERSa OPINIONS AS TO CLARITY OF WRITING OF 
EXTENSION CIRCULAR "SEWING HANDBOOK" 
Opinion of Writing 
Res12ondents 
Number 
Exceptionally Clear 19 
Clear 16 
Fairly Clear 3 
Difficult 0 
Very Difficult 0 











READERS' OPINIONS OF THE UNDERSTANDABILITY OF 
ILLUSTRATIONS IN EXTENSr'ON CIRCULAR 
"SEWING HANDBOOK" 


























INFORMATION USED FROM EXTENSION CIRCULAR 
"SEWING HANDBOOK" 
Information Readers Who Used: 
Number Per Cent 
















































1Response obtained on buttonhole making and.buttons 
was combined in order to facilitate IBM computationo 
* Other included: ·· irundersti tching collars," "Used most 




WHAT READERS DID WITH EXTENSION CIRCULAR 
"SEWING HANDBOOK" AFTER READING 
Response · 
Gave it to a family member 
Gave it to friend, relative, 
or neighbor 
Filed it for future reference 
















ADDITIONAL READERS OF EXTENSION CIRCULAR "SEWING HANDBOOK" 
Number of Readers Res::gondents 
Number Per Cent 
10 or More 3 7.89 
From 7 to 9 2 5~27 
From 4 to 6 3 7.89 
From 1 to 3 20 52~63 , 
None 10 26e32 
No Answer 1 
Total 39 100 .. 00 
TABLE XXXI 
FACTORS THAT MOTIVATED READER INTEREST IN 
EXTENSION CIRCULAR "SEWING HANDBOOK" 
Motivating Factor Wh;y Readers Became 
Number 
Sew for hobby 12 
Sew for family 18 
Want to learn to sew 8 
Want to improve sewing 3 











* Other included: "Saw publication in county agent's 
office," "Saw publication at fair e::x;:hibit," (2), "Wanted.to 
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An Introduction to Landscape Planning 
One-hundred-and-eighty questionnaires were mailed to 
recipients of Extension Circular An Introduction to Land-
scape Planning. Forty, or 22.2 per cent, were returned and 
included in this study (See Table I). 
Sixty-five per cent of the respondents were women 
(Table III) and 35 per cent were men. 
By far the largest number, 45 per cent, live in 
metropolitan areas of 50,000 or more (Table IV). 
Table V shows the publication to be about equal in pop-
ularity among the 21 to 4o and the 41 to 60 age groups, each 
comprising over 4o per cent of the readers. 
Fifteen, or 37.5 per cent, of the recipients indicated 
that they had completed some graduate work. More than 90 
per cent of the recipients had a high school education or 
above. (See Table VI.) 
The largest group of respondents, as classified by 
occupation, were housewives (Table VII). Educators and 
professional workers were the next two groups of 
significance. 
Thirty-four per cent of all respondents indicated that 
they considered Extension Circular An Introduction to Land= 
scape Planning very helpful. More than 28 per cent classi-
fied the publication as useful, while 21 per cent sa~d they 
considered it extremely helpful. Only 13.16 per cent said 
the publication was not very helpful and 2.63, a negligible 
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percentage thought it was of no value (Table XXXII). 
In answer to "Did the circular give you what you 
wanted to know?," 29. 73 per cent responded "in part. 11 
(Table .XXXIII) Slightly more than 27 per cent of the re-
spondents said the circular gave them almost everything, 
while another 27 per cent responded "completely." Thirteen 
and one-half per cent of the respondents said it gave them 
.. 
very little of what they wanted to know and 2.7 per cent 
replied "not at all." 
Nine of the readers listed additional information that 
they wanted to know (See Appendix B). All of these 
expressed the need for more specific· information. 
More than 56 per cent classified the writing as clear, 
while 37. 84.-per cent called it exceptionally clear. . Only 
a small number, 5.4 per cent, described the writing as 
fairly clear (Table XXXIV). 
Most of the readers classified the illustrations as 
understandable (56.76 per cent). More than 4o per cent 
called the illustrations exceptionally understandable. 
A negligible number, 2.7 per cent, considered it fairly 
understandable (Table ·xxxv). 
More than 94 per cent of all respondents indicated 
they read all of the publication, as is shown in Table II. 
Five per cent read none. 
Table XXXVI shows that 42 per cent of the readers 
said they had used information from "developing a landscape 
plan." Information on "decisions in executing the landscape 
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plan" was second in reader use, with 22.5 per cent, while 
10 per cent of the readers said they had used information 
pertaining to "selecting a home site." Ten per cent of the 
readers had ndt yet used the information bqt said they 
planned to do so and 10 per cent gave other ways in which 
they used the information. These included garden club 
talks, reference, and as theory in class work. Five per 
cent of the readers said they had used information on 
determining public, private, and service areas. 
Most of the readers indicated that they filed their 
copy following readership (86.84 per cent). Only 7.9 per 
cent gave their copy to a family member. Some 5.26 per cent 
threw it away (Table XXXVII). 
Slightly more than 58 per cent of the respondents said 
that from 1 to 3 persons read their copy of the circular 
(Table XXXVIII). This totaled with the 8.33 per cent whi ch 
stated that their copy had readership of 10 or more, brings 
the number of respondents who indicated additional 
readership to 66.67 per cent. 
A desire for improvement of present home grounds was 
mentioned most frequently as the motivating factor for 
reader interest (42. 5 per cent). "Enjoy gardening" and 
"have a new home" received equal response, each with 32.5 
per cent. Ten per cent indicated "planning to buil~" to 
be the motivating factor for reader interest and 27.5 per 
cent gave other reasons. These are given in the footnote 
on Table XXXIX. 
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Table XL shows most readers indicated they found out 
about the publication in a magazine (47.5-per cent). Mail-
ing room requests. showed this magazine· to be "McCalls." 
This mention is probably responsible for the scattered 
distribution of readers thrqughout the United States shown 
in F'igure 4. 
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TABLE XXXII 
READERS' OPINIONS AS TO THE HELPFULNESS OF EXTENSION 
CIRCULAR "AN INTRODUCTION TO LANDSCAPE PLANNING" 
Opinion of Res:gondents , 
Helpfulness Number Per Cent 
Extremely Helpful; __ . 8 21 oO 5' 
Very Helpful 13 34021 
Useful 11 28095' 
:titot Very l!elpful 5' 13.16 
.. , 
Of No Value 1 2o63 
No Answer 2 
Total 4o 100000 
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,TABLE XXXIII 
READERS' OPINIONS AS TO WHETHER THE EXTENSION CIRCULAR 
11AN INTRODUCTION TO LANDSCAPE PLANNING" GAVE 
WHAT THEY WANTED TO KNOW 
Opinion- Res12ondents 
.Number Per Cent 
Completely 10 27003 
Almost Everything 10 27003 
In Part 11 29073 
Very Little 5 13051 
Not At All 1 2o70 
No Answer 3 
Total 4o 100.,00 
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TABLE XXXIV 
READERS' OPINIO~S AS TO CLARITY OF WRITING OF EXTENSION 
CIRCULAR 11AN INTRODUCTION TO LANDSCAPE PLANNING'' 
. r.• 
Opinion of' Writing Res:(;!ondents Number Per Cent 
Exceptionally Clear 14 37.84 
Clear 21 56.76 
Fairly Clear 2 5.4o 
Difficult 0 o .. oo 
Very Dfff'icult 0 OoOO 
No Answer 3 
Total 4o 100.00 
TABLE XXXV 
READERS' OPINIONS OF THE UNDERSTANDABILITY OF 
ILLUSTRATIONS IN EXTENSION CIRCULAR "AN 

























INFORMATION USED FROM EXTENSION CIRCULAR "AN 
INTRODUCTION TO LANDSCAPE PLANNING" 
Readers Who Used: 
67 
Information Number Per.Cent 
Selectihg a home site 
Determining public, Jprivate 
and service areas 
Developing the landscape plan 
Decisions on executing the 
plan 













* Other included: nused for garden club talk," 
"Useful reference," "Theory in class work," "As reference 
for landscape gardener." 
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TABLE XXXVII 
WHAT THE READER DID WITH EXTENSION CIRCULAR 11AN 
INTRODUCTION TO LANDSCAPE PLANNING" 
AFTER READING 
Response 
Gave it to a family member 
Gave it to friend, relative, 
or neighbor 
Filed it for future reference 





















ADDITIONAL READERS OF EXTENSION CIRCULAR "AN INTRODUCTION 
TO LANDSCAPE_ PLANNING" 
Number of Re SJ2 ondent s 
Additional Readers Number Per Cent 
10 or More 3 8033 
From 7 to 9 0 OoOO 
From 4 to 6 0 OoOO 
From 1 to 3 21 58034 
None 12 33033 
No Answer 4 
Total 4o 100000 
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TABLE XXXIX 
FACTORS THAT MOTIVATED READER INTEREST IN EXTENSION 
CIRCULAR "AN INTRODUCTION TO LANDSCAPE jPLANNINGtr 
Motivating Factor WhX: Readers Became Interested: 
Number Per Cent 
Enjoy gardening 13 32.50 
Have a new home 13 32050 
Planning to build 4 lOoOO 
Want to improve present 
42050 home grounds 17 
Other* 11 27050 
* Other included: "Plan to teach horticulture and 
landscaping," "Had to prepare landscaping talk," "Wanted 
copy for students to use'' (2), "Heard about publication on 
television," "Saw publication at fair," "Interested in any 
material on landscape gardening," "Friends building new 
home," "Wanted a general knowledge of where to start once 
we have pur_chased our QWn home," "Help others" (interior 










Fi gure 4. Geographical Distribution of Respondents of Extension Circular "An Introduct i on 




Better Lawns for Oklahoma 
A return of 32.2 per cent, or 19 out of the 59 ques-
tionnaires mailed, was received from recipients of Extension 
Circular Better Lawns .f.Q!: Oklahoma. (Table I) Fifty-seven 
per cent of the respondents were men, indicating strong male 
interest (Table III)o 
More than 57 per cent of the respondents live in a city 
of 50,000 or moreo 9nly one respondent (Table IV) lives in 
a town of less than 2,500 populationo Five or 26:32 per 
cent of the respondents live in a town o.f from 2,500 to 
9,999 and two in a town of 10,000 to 24,999. 
Most of the respondents gave their age as being in the 
21 to 4o or 41 to 60 groups, accounting for 73 .. 68 per cent 
(See Table V). Slightly over 21 per cent gave their ages 
as 61 and over .. 
More than 73 per cent of the respondents indicated an 
educational level of at least some collegeo Only two 
respondents had less than a high school education (Table 
VI)o 
Occupations stated by the respondent,s were mostly 
classified as professional and housewiveso (Table VII) 
More than 29041 per cent of the respondents called 
Better Lawns for Oklahoma extremely helpful, while 47006 
per cent said it was very helpfule Only two respondents 
said it was not very helpful (Table XL)o 
Sixty-one per cent said the publication completely gave 
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what they wanted to know, while 27.78 per cent said it gave 
almost everything (Table XLI)o 
Only three readers responded to question number three, 
which asked the reader to state what additional information 
he wanted to know. The response is given in Appendix Bo 
"Exceptionally clear" was the opinion of 52.94 per cent 
of the readers as to clarity of writing (Table XLII) o 
Slightly more than 35 per cent said the writing was clearo 
All of the readers considered the illustrations to be 
either exceptionally understandable or understandable o 
(Table XLIII) 
Seventy-three per cent of the readers said they had 
read all of the publication (Table II), while 15078 per cent 
indicated they had read only part. Two respondents read 
none. 
All of the information in Better Lawns for Oklahoma wa s 
used by some of the readers as is shown in Table XLIV . 
"Selection of a lawn grass" and "mowing instructions" were 
the items most fre quently mentionedo 
More than 70 per cent filed their circular for future 
reference after reading . Twenty-three per cent gave their 
publication to .a family member (Table XLV) . 
Most of the readers, 81025 per cent, said that from 1 
to 3 persons read their copy of the extension circular o 
(Table XLVI) 
Table XLVII shows factors creating most of the reader 
interest were "interested in suggestions for lawn 
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improvement" (36.84 per cent) and "have a new home and want 
to establish lawn" (31.5'8 per cent). 
Most of the readers found out about the publication 
from their extension agent, ( 26. 32 per cent) as is shown in 
Table VIII. 
Seventy-three per cent of the respondents live in 
Oklahoma (Figure 5'). 
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TABLE XL 
READERS' OPINIONS AS TO THE HELPFULNESS OF EXTENSION 
CIRCULAR "BETTER LAWNS FOR OKLAHOMA" 
Opinion of Res12ondents 
Helpfulness Number Per Cent 
Extremely Helpful 5 29041 
Very Helpful 8 47006 
Useful 2 llo76 
Not Very Helpful 2 llo77 
Of No Value 0 OoOO 
No Answer 2 
Total 19 100000 
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TABLE XLI 
READERS' OPINIONS AS TO WHETHER EXTENSION CIRCULAR 
"BETTER LAWNS FOR OKLAHOMA" GAVE 
WHAT THEY WANTED TO KNOW 
Opinion Res:gondents 
Number Per Cent 
Completely 11 6lolJ. 
Almost Everything 5 27c78 
In Part 1 5e5? 
Very Little 1 5o56 
Not At All 0 OoOO 
No Answer 1 
Total 19 100000 
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TABLE XLII 
READERS' OPINIONS AS TO CLARITY OF WRITING OF EXTENSION 
CIRCULAR "BETTER LAWNS FOR OKLAHOMA" 
Opinion of Writing Res:12ondents 
Number Per Cent 
Exceptionally Clear 9 52.94 
Clear 6 35029 
Fairly Clear 2 11.77 
Difficult 0 o.oo 
Very Difficult 0 OoOO 
No Answer 2 
Total 19 100.00 
TABLE XLIII 
READERS' OPINIONS OF THE UNDERSTANDABILITY OF 
ILLUSTRATIONS IN EXTENSION CIRCULAR 
"BETTER.LAWNS FOR OKLAHOMAtr 
Opinion of Res:Qondents 
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Illustrations :Number Per Cent 
Exceptionally Understandable 10 58082 
Understandable 7 41.18 
Fairly Understandable 0 o.oo 
Confusing 0 OoOO 
Very Confusing 0 o.oo 
No Answer 2 
Total 19 100000 
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TABLE XLIV 
INFORMATION USED FROM EXTENSION CIRCULAR 
"BETTER LAWNS FOR OKLAHOMA" . 
Information Readers Who Usedi 
Instructions on planning a 
lawn 
Improvement of soil structure 
Correcting soil fertilizer 
deficiencies 
Seed bed preparation 
Method of lawn planting 




Selection of a lawn grass 
Lawn renovation 
Suggestions on growing lawns 
tinder trees 
Weed control 
Keeping grass in bounds 
Have not used yet 
Other* 

































* Other included: "Lawn problems." 
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TABLE XLV 
WHAT READERS DID WITH EXTENSION CIRCULAR "BETTER 
LAWNS FOR OKLAHOMA" AFTER READING 
Response 
Gave it to a family member 
Gave it to friend, relative, 
or ne~ghbor 
Filed it for future reference 















10 or More 
From 7 to 
From 4 to 





ADDITIONAL READERS OF EXTENSION CIRCULAR 
















12 .. 50 
100 .. 00 
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TABLE XLVII 
FACTORS THAT MOTilTATED READER INTEREST IN EXTENSION 
CIRCULAR "BETTER LAWNS FOR OKLAHOMA" 
Motivating Factor 
Have a new home and want to 
establish lawn · 
Having problems gfowing grass 
Want to get rid of weeds 
Need to know hpw to fertilize 
Interested in suggestions for 
lawn improvement 
Other* 
Why Readers Became Interested: 













* Other included: "Needed for garden club talk" ( 2), 






Neb r aska 
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Figure 5. Geographical Distribution of Respondents of Extension circuiar "Better La"ns 




Out of 99 questionnaires mailed to recipients of 
Extension Circula~ ~state Planning, 36, or 36.3 per cent 
were ,.returned. Thi·s was the highest rate of return for 
any of the nine selected extension circulars in this 
study. (Table I) 
Slightly more than 74 per cent of the respondents 
were men as is shown in Table III. Geographical di stri-
bution of the respondents was mainly split between those 
living in a city of 50,000 or more, 36.11 per cent, and 
those living on a farm, 30.55 per cent. (See Table IV) 
More than 22 I?er cent of the respondents gave their 
age as 61 or over. The remaining 77 per cent were about 
evenly divided between the 21 to l+o and the 41 to 60 age 
groups (Table V). 
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Nearly 90 per cent of the respondents indicated a 
minimum of at least some college education (Table VI ). 
Only two respondents had less than a high school educationo 
Twenty-two per cent of the respondents were house-
wives as shown in Table VII. More than 19 per cent l isted 
occupations falling in the professional category and an 
equal number in the non-professional category . Students 
comprised 13.9 per cent of the r e spondents. 
Slightly more than 44 per cent of the readers said 
they considered the circular very helpful, while 29 . 41 per 
cent called it "extremely helpful" and 26.47 per cent, 
"useful." (Table XLVIII) 
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In comparison, 45.71 per cent of the readers said the 
publication gave them almost everything they wanted to know, 
and 37.14 per cent, "completely." (Table XLIX) Fourteen 
per cent of the readers said it only gave "in part" what 
they wanted to know. Only one replied "very little." 
Eight of the readers listed information which the cir-
cular did not answer for them. As shown in Appendix B, 
each reader wanted to know information specific to his 
problem. 
All of the readers considered the writing in the cir-
cular as clear, although three readers described it as only 
fairly clear (Table L). All illustrations were considered 
understandable by the readers as shown in Table LI. 
Eighty-five per cent of the readers read all of the 
publication. Two read half of it and three read only a 
fourth (Table II). 
Making of a will was the most frequently mentioned use 
of information from Extension Circular Estate Planningo 
Table LII shows all of the content was used by at least 
some of the readers. 
Eighty-six per cent of the readers said they filed 
their circular for future reference after reading, while 
five readers gave theirs away (Table LIII). 
Seventy per cent replied that someone else read their 
copy of the circular (Table LIV). Only 26.47 per cent 
stated that their circular did not receive any additional 
readership. 
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Most frequently mentioned as motivating factors for 
reader interest were: "wanted to know how to reduce state 
and federal taxes," "needed advice on estate planning," 
"needed to know more about estate laws," and "wanted to know 
how to reduce fees in settling an estate." (Table LV) 
Radio or television and "Extension News" were checked 
most frequently as sources as to how the reader found out 
about the circularo (Table VIII) 
Fifty-eight per cent of the questionnaires were post-
marked in Oklahoma (Figure 6). Nineteen per cent of the 
readers live in adjoining states. 
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TABLE XLVIII 
READERS' OPINIONS AS TO THE HELPFULNESS OF EXTENSION 
CIRCULAR "ESTATE PLANNING" 
Opinion of Res12onden:ts 
Helpfulness Number Per Cent 
Extremely Helpful 10 29 .. 41 
Very Helpful 15 44ol2 
Useful 9 26 .. 47 
Not Very Useful 0 OoOO 
Of No Value 0 OoOO. 
No' Answer 2 
Total 36 100000 
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TABLE XLIX 
READERS' OP!NIONS AS TO WHETHER EXTENSION CIRCULAR 
"ESTATE PLANNING" GAVE WHAT THEY WANTED TO KNOW 
Opinion Res:gondents Number Per Cent 
Completely 13 37014 
Almost Everything 16 45071 
In Part 5 14029 
Very Little 1 2086 
Not At All 0 OoOO 
No Answer 1 
Total 36 100000 
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TABLE L 
READERS• OPINIONS AS TO CLARITY OF WRITING OF EXTENSION 
CIRCULAR 11ESTATE PLANNING" 
Opinion of Writing Res12ondents Number Per Cent 
Exceptionally Clear 12 33033 
Clear 21 58.,34 
Fairly Clear 3 8.,33 
Difficult 0 OoOO 
Very Difficult 0 OoOO 
No Answer 0 
Total 36 100000 
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TABLE LI 
READERS' OPINIONS OF THE UNDERSTANDABILITY OF ILLUSTRATIONS 
IN EXTENSION CIRCULAR "ESTATE PLANNING" 
Opinion of Res:Qondents 
Illustrations Number .. Per Cent 
Exceptiona~ly Understandable 7 22.58 
Understandable 23 74.19 
Fairly Understandable l 3.23 
Confusing 0 o.oo 
Very Confusing 0 o.oo 
No Answer 5 
Total 36 lOOGOO 
TABLE LII 
INFORMATION USED FROM EXTENSION CIRCULAR 
"ESTATE PLANNING" 
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Infqrmation How Readers Used Information~ 
Making a will 
Making and carrying out an 
estate plan 
Settling an estate 
Transferring of ownership 
Determining method of property 
ownership 
Figuring estate and gift taxes 
Understanding of survivor's 
homestead rights 


















13 .. 89 
11 .. 11 
lloll 
27078 
* Other included: 11Advi sing others on their estate 
plans," "Classwork" (3), "Information and reference" (3), 
"Developing a series of case problems on farm inheritance 
with goal of developi"i1g a tailored service for financing 
inheritance complexes," "Checked to see if will should be 
brought up to date," "Have some special problems in 
disposition of property." 
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TABLE LIII 
WHAT READERS DID WITH EXTENSION CIRCULAR 
"ESTATE PLANNING" AFTER READING 
Response 
Gave it to a family member 
Gave it to friend, relative, 
or neighbor 
Filed it for future reference 














10 or More 
From 7 to 
From 4 to 
TABLE LIV 







From 1 to 3 15 
None 9 












FACTORS THAT MOTIVATED READER INTEREST IN EXTENSION 
CIRCULAR "ESTATE PLANNING" 
Motivating Factors Wh;y: Readers Became Interested: 
Number Per Cent 
Wanted to know how to reduce 
fees in settling an estate 12 33,,33 
Wanted to make a will 8 22022 
Wanted to know how to reduce 
state and federal estate 
taxes 14 38,,88 
Needed advice on estate 
planning 13 36oll 
Needed to know more about 
estate laws 13 36011 
Wanted to know how to trans-
fer ownership 10 27,,78 
Other* 7 19,,44 
* Other. included: "Needed for class reference" (4), 
"Wanted to better equip myself to counsel others on estate 
plans" (certified public accountant), "Wanted to further 
knowledge concerning estate planning," "Wanted for general 
reference" (Agricultural Credit Land Officer) o 
Montana 
North Dakota 
Sou th Dakota 





Figure 6. Geographical Distribution of Respondents of Extension Circular "Estate Planning!' 
'° 'v\ 
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A Cow and Calf Program 
Twenty-six questionnaires were mailed to recipients of 
Extension Circular A Cow and Calf Program. Eight, or 30.7 
per cent, were returnedo All respondents were male. Two 
live on a farm, one on an acreage, and one in a town of 
under 2,500. Three said their home was in a city of 50,000 
or more and one in a city of 25,000 to 49,9990 
Four respondents listed their age in the 41 to 60 
group, one as 61 or over, and one, 21 to 40. Two checked 
the 12 to 20 age groupo 
Two of the men had some high school education, two 
completed high school, one had some college, one completed 
college, and two had graduate work. 
Four of the men gave their occupation as farmers and 
two as students. The remaining two were an educator and a 
non-professional workero 
Three of the readers said the circular was helpful, 
two useful, and one extremely helpful. Two respondents 
failed to answer. 
Three readers said the circular gave them ''almost 
everything" they wanted to know, two said ncompletely," and 
two "in part." One respondent did not answer. 
Four readers called the writing in the publication 
exceptionally clear, but only one said the illustrations 
were exceptionally understandable. The writing was said to 
be clear by three readers and the illustrations 
understandable by seven. One reader said the circular was 
only fairly clear. 
Seven of the respondents read all of the publicationo 
One gave no answer. All eight of the readers filed the 
circular for future references. 
All the information presented in Extension Circular 
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A Cow and Calf Program was checked as having been used by 
one or more of the readers. Four readers' said they had used 
information on "selection of cows and heifers," three said 
they had used information pertaining to the "breeding 
program" and three "creep feed.fng ration." "Selection of 
beef bulls," "market program," and the "monthly schedule" 
were each used by two of the respondents. Information on 
"mineral mixture" was used by one reader. 
Additional readership of from 1 to 3 persons was stated 
by four respondents, while one reader said 10 or more 
persons had read his copy. Three said that no additional 
readers had read their circular. 
Three readers said they became interested in the pub-
lication because they were planning to start a cow and calf 
program and three said they were interested in improving 
their present breeding and marketing program. Two wanted 
information on feeding and one said they had a son or 
daughter starting the cow and calf project. "Other" reasons 
were "wanted reading material for students in first course 
of animal husbandry" and"just interested, but live in the 
City• II 
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Three of the readers were from Missouri, Illinois, and 
Arkansas, while the remaining five were all Oklahoma 
residents. 
Two readers found out about the publication from their 
county extension agent, two from a publication display, one 
from "Extension News," and one from a magazine. One reader 
found out about the circular after writing for a list of 
publications and one 1·earned about 1 t through a vocational 
agriculture teachero 
Feeding and Management of Swine 
Twenty-seven questionnaires were mailed to recipients 
of Feeding and Management of Swine. Eight, or 29.6 per 
cent, were returned. Seven out of the eight respondents 
were men. Three of the respondents said they lived on a 
farm, three in a city of 50,000 or more and one in a town 
of 2,500 to 9,999. The woman respondent stated that the 
family maintains residence in a city of 50,000 or more but 
has an acreage in the country nearby. 
Five of the respondents were between the age of 21 to 
40 and three were in the 41 to 60 age group. 
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All eight respondents completed high school. One had 
some college and four indicated they had had graduate work. 
Three listed their occupation as farmers and two were 
professional workers. The remaining three were a housewife, 
an educator, and a non-professional worker. 
When asked their opinion as to the helpfulness of the 
circular, three responded extremely helpful, two very 
helpful, one useful, and one not very useful. One 
respondent did not answer. 
In answer to whether or not the circular gave them 
what they wanted to know, three said "completely," three 
"almost everything," and one "in part." One gave no answer. 
Three readers considered the writing in the circular 
''eJCeptionally clear," three "clear," and one "fairly clear o" 
One gave no response. 
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The circular's illustrations were considered under-
standable by five of the readers, while one described them 
only fairly understandable. One respondent gave no answer. 
Four of the respondents read all of the publication, 
one read half, one read a fourth, and one did not read any 
of it. 
After reading, six of the respondents said they filed it 
for future reference. One threw it away. 
In answer to "What information from Feeding and Manage-
ment of Swine have you used?,". . two of the readers said they 
had used the information on "points in selecting breeding 
stock"; three readers checked "care and management during 
breeding season"; two, "feeding and care at farrowing"; two, 
"ear marking method"; four, "feed rations"; five, "feeding 
and care through weaning"; and five, "management during 
growth and finishing . " 
Three of the readers stated that one or more persons 
read their copy of the circular and four said their copy 
received no additional readership. One respondent did not 
answer the query. 
Two readers became interested in the publication be-
cause they wanted information on feeding and two said they 
were interested in improving their present swine program. 
One respondent said he wanted reading material for students 
in the first course of animal husbandry, a nutritionist said 
he was int er ested from a nutr·i t ional standpoint, and the 
only woman reader stated that the family had recently bought 
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an acreage and the entire family was raising swine. 
All of the ~en but two had Oklahoma addresses. Of 
' these, one was from Arkansas and the other from 
Pennsylvania. The Pennsylvania reader, a nutritionist, 
learned of the publication through 11Extension News," while 
the Arkansas reader, a teacher, saw the circular in a 
publication 'd:Lsplayo In total, hal.f of the respondents 
learned about the publication through.their county exten-
sion agent. Two saw it at a publication display and two 
read about it in nExtension News." 
Know Your Fertilizers 
Twenty questionnaires were mailed to recipients of 
Extension Circular~ Your Fertilizers. Only two or 
10 per cent were returned for the lowest return of any of 
the nine selected extension circulars in this study. 
Both respondents were male. One lives in a small 
town of under 2,500 and the other in a town with a 
population of from 10,000 to 24,9990 
One respondent gave his occupation as~ farmer and 
stated he had completed high school. The other was an 
agronomist (professional worker) and had completed some 
graduate work. · 
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Both men classified the circular as very helpful. One 
said it gave him almost everything he wanted to know and 
the other replied "in part." Neither stated what additional 
information they wanted to know. Both considered the wri t -
~ . . ; 
ing clear and the illustrations as understandable. Afte r 
reading all of the circular, the respondents said they f i led 
it for future reference. 
The readers said they had used information from Know 
Your Fertilizers on "method of applying fertilizers," 
"advice on having soil tested," and 11.care of fertilizer 
equipment." The agronomist indicated that he had used i n-
formation pertaining to "understanding of fertilizer 
grades," "selection of fertilizer equipment," and "care of 
fertilizer equipm~nt. 11 
Both men indicated additional readership of their 
circular of from.I to 3 persons. 
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In response to the query "How did you happen to become 
interested in this publication?," the farmer stated "plan 
to fertilize crops," "wanted to know how to select 
fertilizer, 11 and.· "wanted to know how to apply fertilizer.'' 
The agronomist said he was interested in the circular 
because of "local fertilization practiceso 11 The farmer, 
whos~ questionnaire was postmarked California, said he found 
out about the circular from his county extension agent. The 
agronomist, whose return was postmarked New Jersey, learned 
of the publication from "Extension News." 
CHAPTER IV 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
This study of nine selected Oklahoma Extension Circulars 
indicates that the extension circular audience is indeed a 
"changing" one. It shows that most of today's readers are 
urban residents and that nearly all readers have completed 
high school and many have college degrees. This emphasizes 
the increasing importance of the urban reader as a part of 
the extension circular audience and indicates an increasing 
demand to fulfill the needs of this audience in the 
extension publication program. 
The survey indicated that the publications are being 
read and that recipients are using the information contai ned 
in the publications. The circulars are, apparently, 
reaching a wide variety of interest groups and, for the most 
part, are meeting the needs of the audience. Although the 
response was not solicited, many readers voluntarily 
expressed their appreciation for the help obtained from 
these publications. 
·Nothing in this study substantiates the theory that 
publications must be short to be read. On the contrary, 
there is good evidence that the information should be com-
plete and to the point and designed to fulfill a variety 
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of specific needs. Readers have varied occupations and 
living conditions.. And yet the extension circular must 
somehow meet many of these varied needs in specific wayso 
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It is clear that Oklahoma readers need to be told that 
extension circulars are available. This study shows the 
effectiveness of the mention of Extension Circular 11Cooking 
Fresh Vegetables 11 in a nationally distributed magazineo 
This indicates that similar results would be obtained with 
an improved program of informing Oklahoma audiences of the 
availability of extension circulars. 
A more intense study of agricultural publications is 
needed to determine the need for extension circulars, and 
their use by farmers and others connected with the 
agricultural industryo 
The content of the Extension Circulars "Cooking Fresh 
Vegetables" and 11An Introduction to Landscape Planning" 





naires were sent to 1,855 addresses of persons who had 
received one or more of nine selected extension circularso 
A total of 581 questionnaires, approximately 30 per cent, 
were returned. 
This study shows that: 
Most of today's readers are urban residents. 
Nearly all have completed high school and many hold 
college degrees. 
Circulars are reaching a wide variety of interest 
groups. 
Those who request publications read them and most use 
the information. 
The publications are meeting most of the readers' 
needs. 
Content of circulars should be carefully examined for 
completeness. 
Circulars should be specific enough to fulfill a 
variety of needs. 









"Barbec'uing Chicken and Turkey" 
1. How helpful did you find Extension Circular "Barbecuing Chicken and Turkey"? 
_Extremely helpful _Very helpful ___ Useful _ . Not very helpful _Of no value 
\ ' 
2. Did the "Barbecuing Chicken and 1),irkey" circuiar 11ive you what you wanted to know? 
_Completely _ . Almost everything ._In part _Very little _Not at all 
3. lf it did not answer all your questio1ns, what additfonal information did you want 
to know? ' ' 
4, Do you thi~k the writing in the publication w,a: 
_Exceptionally clear _Clear _Fairly clear . Difficult _Very difficult 
5, Do you think the .illustrations in the publication were: 
Exceptionally understandable 
Confusing _Very confusing 
Understandable _Fairly understandable 
6, How much of "Barbecuing Chicken and Turkey" did you read? 
_·_All of it _12 pages _8 pages -· _4 pages _None 
7. What information from "Barbecuing" have you used? 
Barbecue sauce recipes Making of grill Preparation of chicken and turke y 
-Sarbecuing procedure "'E""quipment cleaning _Menu suggestion 
Other (Explain) ____ --------------------------~ 
8. After you finished reading "Barbecuing11 what did you do with it? 
Gave it to family member Gave it to friend, relative, or neighbor 
-Filed it for future reference"'."_Threw it away _Other (Explain)-------
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9, How many people, other than yourself, do you think read your copy 0£ 11Barb_ecuing11 ? 
10 or more From 7 to 9 From 4 to 6 From l to 3 None 
10, How did you happen to become interested in this publication? 
Obtained new barbecuing set _Entertain frequently _Family enjoys cook outs 
Other (Explain) _____________________________ ~ 
11. How did you find out about Extension Circular "Barbecuing Chicken and Turkey''? 
Newspaper article Magazine article County Extension agept 
~air exhibit Rad10or TV program ""lfelative, friend, or neighbor 
-Publication dfsplay Home Demonstratlon Club meeting Grocer 
-Extension News _Otner (Explain) ____________________ _ 
Thank you for helping us by answering these questions, Now we need to know a 
little about YOU. Please complete the following: · 
Male Female Occupation -.------------
Where do you live? 
_On a farm _On an acreage _In a small town (under 2,500) 
_In a town (2, 500 to 9, 999) _In a town (10, 000 to 24,999) 
_In a city (25,000 to 49,999) _In a city of 50,000 or more 
_Other (Explain)-------------------------
Of what age group are you a member? 
12 to 20 21 to 40 . ..41 to 60 61 and over 
Education? 
_Less than 8th grade _Completed 8th grade _Some high school 
_Completed high school Some college _Completed college 
_Had graduate work 
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EXHIBIT II 
"Cooking Fresh Vegt:: .aol·.·s" 
l. How helpful did you find Extension Circular "Cooking Fresh Vegetables"? 
_ Extremely helpful _ Very helpful Useful Not very helpful Of no value 
2. Did the "Cooking Fresh Vegetables" circular give you what you wanted to know? 
_Completely Almost everything In pa rt _Very l i tt! e Not at all 
3, If it did not answer all your questions, what additional iuformation did you want 
to know? 
4, Do you think the writing in the publication was: 
_Exceptionally clear Clear _Fairly clear Difficult _Very difficult 
5, How much of "Cooking Fresh Vegetables" did you read? 
All of it About 12 pages About 8 pages About 4 pages None 
6. What inforn1ation from "Cooking Fresh Vegetables" have you used? 
Timetable for boiling vegetables Selection of ,cgetables Cooking methods 
-Storage methods Preparation instructions _Holding color in vegetables 
Serving ideas _Recipes Other (Explain)------------------
7, After you finished reading "Cooking Fresh Vegetables" what did you do with it? 
Gave it to family member . Gave it to friend, relative, or neighbor 
-Filed it for future reference Threw it away Other (Expain) --------
8. How many people, other than yourself, do you think read your copy of "Cooking 
Fresh Vegetables"? 
10 or more From 7 to 9 From 4 to 6 From 1 to 3 None 
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9. How did you happen to become interested in this publ,cat'.on? 
Enjoy cooking Plan vegetable garden Want to improve cooking method 
-want to learn how to cook vegetables 'Gant to teach daughter 
-Interested in maintaining nutritional vafue of vegetables 
lnterest~d in new ideas _Other (Explain)-------------------
10. How did you find out about Extension Circular "Cooking Fresh Vegetables"? 
_Newspaper article Magazine , article County Extension agent 
Fair exhibit Rad10or TV prcfgram -ifelative, friend, or neighbor 
-Publication display Home Demonstratlon Club meeting 
-Extension News _Oilier (Explain) ----------------------
Thank you for helpi!!g us by answering these questions, Now we need to know a 
little about YOU. .Please complete the following: 
Male Female Occupation --------------
Where do you live? 
_On a farm _On an acreage _In a small town (under 2, 500) 
_In a town (2,500 to 9,999) _In a town (10,000 to 24,999) 
_In a city (25,000 to 49,999) _In a city of 50,000 or more 
_Other (Explain)--------------------~ 
OC what age group are you a member? 
12 to 20 , 21 to 40 41 to 60 
Education? 
61 and over 
I 
\ 
Less than 8th grade _Completed 8th grade _Some high school 
_Completed high school _Some college _Completed college 




l. How helpful did you find .Extension Circular "Sewing Handbook"? 
_Extremely helpful _Very helpful _Useful · _Not very helpful · Of no value 
2. Did the "Sewing Handbook" drcular give . you what you want.ed to ,know? 
_Completely · _Almost everything ._In part _Very little ._; _Not at all 
3, If it did not answer all your questions, what additional information did you 
want to ·know? 
4, Do you think the writing in the publication was: 
_Exceptionally clear Clear .. _Fairly clear Difficult _Very difficult 
5. Do you think the illustrations in the publication were: 
Exceptionally understandable 
Confusing ._Very confusing 
Understandable · _Fairly understandable 
6. How much of "Sewing Handbook" did you read? 
_All of it _About 30 pages _About 20 pages •_About 10 pages None 
7. What information from "Sewing. Handbook" have you used? 
Selection of e·quipment Pattern handling . Stitch making :. Seam making 
~emming Darts Bias Bindings and Facings . Gussets-. -Sleeves 
-Plackets ~elts -nuttonhole making . Pocket making Suttons 
~asteners-::::_Other~xplain) - -
8. After you fini.shed reading "Sewing Handbook" what did you do with it? 
Gave it to family member · Gave it to .friend, relative, or neighbor 
·-Filed it for future refe renc'e'.""" _ Threw it away ,. _Other (Explain) __ .__ _ 
9, How many people, other than yourself, do you think read your copy of "Sewing 
Handbook'.'? 
10 or more From 7 to 9 From 4 to 6 From 1 to 3 None 
10. How did you happen to become interested in this publication? 
Sew for hobby Sew for family : Want to learn to sew 
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--Want to improvesewing _Want ;io"teach daughter _Other (Explain)----~ 
11. How did you find out about Extensi1n Circular "Se win, Handbook 11 ? 
Newspaper article Magazine article County Extension agent 
~air exhibit Rad10or TV progr:am lrelative, friend, or neighbor 
-Publication dfiplay Home De~onstration Club meeting Sewing club 
Extenslon Ne~s _CJtner (Explain) - · 
Thank you for helping us by answeriI1g these questions. Now we need to lcnow a little 
about YOU, Please complete the following: 
Male Female - ' Occupation------------
Where do you live? 
On a farm _On an acreage _In a small town (under 2, 500) 
_In a town (2, 500 to 9,999) _In a town (10,000 to 24,999) 
_In a city (25,000 to 49,999) _In a city of so·, 000 or more 
_Other (Explain)--------------------~ 
Of what ii.ge group are you a member? 
12 to 20 21 to 40 41 to 60 61 and over 
Education? 
_Less than 8th grade _Completed 8th grade _Some high school 
_Completed high school 
_Had graduate work 
Some college _Completed college 
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EXHIBIT IV 
"An Introduction to Landscape Planning" 
1. . How. helpful did you find Extension Circular "An Introduction to Landscape 
Planning"? · 
_Extremely helpful _Very helpful · Us.eful _Not very helpful Ofno value 
·2. Did tµe "Landscape ·Planning" circular give you what you wanted to know? 
· Completely · Almost everything : In part · Very little · No.tat all - - - - . ..,.... 
3, . If it did not answer all your questions, what ad.ditional information c;lid you 
want to know? 
4. Do you thirik the writing . in -the publication was: 
-~xceptionally clear ·_Clear _Fairly clear . Difficult _Very difficult 
5, Do you think the illustrations in the publication were: 
Exceptionally understandable 
· Confusing ._Very confusing 
Understandable _Fairly understandable 
6, How much of 11Landscape ·Planning11 did you read? 
_All of it ._About 12 pages _About 8 pages _About 4 pages None 
7. What information from "Landscape Planning have you used? 
Selecting a home site Determining public, private, 1 and ser9"ice areas 
-Developing the landscape plan Decisions on executing the plan 
, Other (Explain) _____ ...,.......,..-:..:, _____ ...,... ___ ...,... ___ ...,... ___ ~ 
8 • . After you finished reading 11Landscape ·Planning11 what did you do with it? 
Gave it tq family member · Gave it to friend, relative, or neighbor 
~iied it for future reference_Threw it away . _Othe~ (Explain) ____ _ 
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9. How many people, other than yourself, do you think read your copy of "Landscape 
Planning"? 
10 or more From 7 to 9 From 4 to 6 From l to 3 None 
10. How did you happen to become interested in this publication? 
_Enjoy gardening Have a new home _Planning to build 
_Want to improve present home grounds _Other (Explain)-----------
11. How did you find out about Extension Circular "An Introduction to Landscape 
Planning"? 
Newspaper article Magazine article County Extension agent 
~air exhibit Rad10or TV program -ifelative, friend, or neighbor 
-Publication dfsplay Home DemonstraTion Club meeting Garden club 
-Extension News _Otner (Explain)----------------------
Thank you for helping us by answering these questions. Now we need to know a little 
about YOU. Please complete the following: 
Male Female Occupation -------------
Where do you live? 
On a farm _On an acreage _In a small town (under 2,500) 
_In a town (2, 500 to 9,999) _In a town (10,000 to 24,999) 
_In a city (25,000 to 49,999) _In a city of 50, 000 or more 
_Other (Explain) -------------------------
Of what age group are you a member? 
12 to 20 21 to 40 41 to 60 61 and over 
Ejucation? 
Less than 8th grade _Completed 8th grade _Some high school 
_Comple{ed high school Some college _Completed college 
Had graduate work 
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EXHIBIT V 
"Better Lawns for Oklahoma" 
1. How h,elpful did )01.find Extension Circular "Better Lawns for Oklahoma"? 
_Extremely helpful _Very helpful Useful _Not very helpful Of no value 
2. Did the "Better Lawns" circular give you what you wanted to know? 
_Completely _Almost everything -.In part _Very little _Not at all 
3. If it did not answer all your questions, what additional information did you 
want to know? 
4. Do you think the writing in the publication was: 
_Exceptionally clear Clear _Fairly clear Difficult _Very difficult 
s. Do yo.u think the illustrations in the publication were: 
Exceptionally understandable 
-Confusing ._Very confusing 
Understandable _Fairly understandable 
6. How much of "Better Lawns for Oklahoma" did you read? 
All of it About 18 pages About 12 pages _About 6 pages None 
7. What information from "Better Lawns" have you used? 
Instructions on planning a lawn Improvement of soil structure 
-Correcting soil fertilizer deficiencies Seed bed preparation 
-Method of lawn planting Treatment ofslopes Watering 
-Mowing instructions Lawn fertilization Selection of a lawn grass 
-Lawn renovation Suggestions on growing lawns under trees 
-weed control _Keeping grass in bounds _Other (Explain)---------
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8. After you finished reading "Better Lawns" what did you cto with it? 
Gave it to a family member Gave it to friend, relative, or neighbor 
-Filed it for future reference - Threw it away Other (Explain) --------
9, How many people, other than yourself, do you think read your copy of "Better 
Lawns"? 
10 or more From 7 to 9 From 4 to 6 Fron, 1 to 3 None 
10, How did you happen to become interested in this publication? 
Have new home and want to establish lawn Having problen,s growing grass 
-Want to get rid of weeds Need to know howto fertilize 
-Interested in suggestions for lawn improvement Other (Explain) ------
11. How did you find out about Extension Circular "Better Lawns for Oklahorna"? 
Newspaper article Magazine article County Extension agent Fair exhibit 
'R.adio or TV program Relative, friend, or neighbor Publication display 
-Ho1ne Demonstration Club meeting Garden club Exte-nsion News 
-Other (Explain) ----------------------------------~ 
Thank you for helping us by answering these questions, Now we need to know a 
little about YOU, Please complete the following: 
Male Female Occupation --------------
Where do you live? 
On a farm On an acreage In a small town (under 2, 500) 
-In a town (Z";S-00 to 9,999) Ina town (10,000 to 24,999) 
-In a city (25,000 to 49, 999)- In a city of 50,000 or more 
-Other ( 2xpain) ------------------------
Of what age group are you a member? 
12 to 2 0 2 l to 40 41 to 60 61 and over 
Education? 
Less than 8th grade Completed 8th grade Some high school 
-Completed high school- Some college Completed college 




I. How helpful did you find Exten1;1ion Circular "Estate Planning"? 
Exfr'emely helpful Very :tlelpful Useful · Not veryhelpful · Of no value 
- - i - -.-. -
i 
2 •. Did the "Estate Planning" circular give you what you wanted to know?,) 
·i Completely Almost everything . In part • Very little · Not at all 
- - ! - -> . -
I 
3. . If it did not answer all your q~estions, what additional information did you 
want to know? I 
4. Do you think the writing in th_e publication was: 
_Exceptionally clear _. Clear ·_Fairly dear. Difficult _Very difficult 
5. Do you think tp.e illustrations in the publication were: 
Exc'eptionally understandable 
Confusing __ Very confusing 
Underst~ndable . _Fairly understandable 
6. . How much of "Estate Planning" did you read.? 
All of it _About 36 pages _About 24 pages _About 12 pages None 
7 •. How have you used information from "Estate Planning"? 
Making a will Making and carrying out al). estate plan . Settling an estate 
-Transferring otownership. Determining method o-f property owne.rship 
.-~iguring estate and gift taxes""': Understanding of survivor 1s homestead rightr,i 
. Other (Explain) ·- '·:· 
8, After you finished reading "Estate Planning" what did you do with it? 
Gave it to family member Gave it to .friend, relative, .or neighbor 
· · Filed it for future reference_ .. _Threw it away._ Other (Explain) ____ _ 
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. . 
9, How many people; .other than yourself, do yoll think read your copy of "Estate Planning"? 
10 or more From 7 to 9 From 4 to 6 From 1 to . .3 None 
10, How did you happen to become interested in this publication? 
Wanted to know how to reduce fees in settling an estate Wanted to make a will 
-wanted to know how to reduce state and federal estate taxes 
Needed advice on estate planning Needed to know more about estate laws 
Wanted to know how to transfer ownership _Other (Explain)------------
11, How did you find out ab6ut Extension Circular "Estate Planning"? 
Newspaper article Magazine article County extension agent 
Fair exhibit Radwor TV program Relative, friend, or neighbor 
-Publication display Home Demonstration Club meeting 
-Extension News _Lawyer Banker _Other (Explain)------------
Thank you for helping us by answering these questions, Now we .need to know a little 
about YOU. Please complete the following: 
Male Female Occupation--------------
Where do you live? 
On a farm _On an acreage _In a small town (under 2, 500) 
_In a to~n (2,500 to 9,999) _In a town (10, 000 to 24,999) 
_In a city (25, 000 to 49, 999) _In a city of 50, 000 or more 
Other (Explain) 
Of what age group are you a member? 
12 to 2 0 21 to 40 41 to 60 61 and over 
Education? 
Less than 8th grade _Completed 8th grade _Some high school 
_Completed high school Some college Completed/ college - :· 
_Had graduate work 
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EXHIBIT VII 
11 A Cow and Calf Program .. 
1. · How helpful did you find Extension Circular 11 A Cow and Calf Program"? 
Extremely helpful Very helpful Us~ful. Not very helpful Of no value - - .- - .-
2. Did the 11A Cow and Calf Program" circular give you what you wanted to know? 
_Completely _._Almost everything _Jn part _Very little-·· Not at all 
3-. If it did not answer all your questioi:is, what additional information did you 
want to know? 
4. Do you think the writing in the pllblication was: 
_._Exceptionally clear .. _Clear _Fairly clear _Difficult _Very difficult 
5. Do you think the illustrations in the publication were: 
Exceptionally understandable · Understandable _Fair'ly understandable 
Confusing _Very confosing 
6. How much of "A Cow and Calf Program" did you read? 
_All of it _About 15 pages ·_About 10 pages _About 5 pages _None·· 
7. What information from "A Cow and Calf Program" have you used? 
Selection of cows and heifers Selection .of beef bulls Breeding program 
-Mineral mixture Creep feecITng ration Marketing program 
-Monthly schedule- · - · - ., 
8. After you finished reading 11 A Cow and Calf Program" what did you do with it? 
Gave it to family member Gave it to friend, relative, or neighbor 
. Filed it for future reference_Th:rew it away _Other (Explain)-------
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9. How many people, other than yourself, do you think read yo1>,r copy of "A Cow 
and Calf Prqgram"? 
10 or more From 7 to9 From 4 to 6. From 1 to 3 None 
10. How did you happen to become interested in this pubHcation? 
Planning to start cow and calf program .. Wanted information on feeding 
-Have son or daughter starting cow and calf project 
-Interested in improving present breeding and marketing program 
-Other (Explain) ~---------------------------~ 
11. How did you find out abciut Extension Circular. 11 A Cow and Calf Program"? 
Newspaper article _Magazine article County extension agent 
-Fair exhibit Radio or TV program Relative, friend, or neighbor 
Publication display Extension News- Other (Explain) _________ _ 
Thank you for helping us by answering these questions. Now we need to know a 
little about YOU. Please complete the following: 
Male Fen1ale 0cc upation _____ "---------
he re do you 1 i ve ? 
On a far.m _On an acreage _In a small town (under 2, 500) 
_In a town (2,500 to 9,999) _In a town (10,000 to 24,999) 
_In a city (25,000 to 49,999 _In a city of 50,000 or more 
Other (Explain) _____________________ "---
f what age group are you a member? 
12. to 20 21 to 40 41 to 60 61 and over 
Education? 
_,.Less than 8th grade _Completed 8th grade _Some high school 
_Completed high school Some college _Completed college 
. _Had graduate work 
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EXHIBIT VIII 
. i;Feeding c1;nd Mana.gementofSwin~·· 
1. How helpful did ~ou, fin~ E~tensipn Circular 11 Fe~d.ing and ·Ma.n~gemenf of $winei1? · 
~~tremely helpful _very 1lpful _U:o/ul -"Not Y.,Y helpful .. • 0 0f no vol~• . 
. 2. Did the "Feeding and Managen1r1;mt ~f Swine'1 circular give you what you want,d 
to know? · · · · : . , . · . 
·. . - ·. ,, . . . 
. ~Compl~tely_. _Almost everyt ing_In part_ Very littl~ ·-· .._Not a.t all 
. 3 •. If it did not answer all your qu stions, what additional informati~n did yoq 
want to know? . 
,, :_· ----------------_.._ ________ ..._ _______________ ---__ _ 
·1' 
4 •. Do you thinkthe writing in the p~l:>lic:at:i,on was: . 
Exceptionatiy .clear.·.· Ci.ear : Fairly clear: DifJicult .. · Very difficult .·· 
-· .... ·. . .· . - .. ··;1-.· ' . ,-.-.. ·. . -.-.. : ..... ·. .· 
· .. s. -:'po you th1nk'tbe iU~stpatio~~ i~:.t'.he p~bUc:ation wer.~: 
• .. · Exceptionally underetandable :. Upderstaridable. · .. · Fair1y·unde;sta.p.d.i.ble ·. 
· · .. · Confusing _Very confusing. 
1
---. ,j: ··• ~• · · · : ~ · · ·. .i , · . 
1 . 
. (>. How much o_f "Feeding anq Managexrient of Swine'' di.d you, read? 
. . . . . . .. ·• -·• I . .· ..... · ... ·. . 
·-.-.AU ofit .-.-Al:>ouf24 pages:-. ·_J\bour l6 pages_. _About 4 pages ~None 
. . . .. ·, ...• ··1 . . . . ' . . 
7. what information from "Feeding anfMana.gement of Swine" have you used?·.· . 
· P6ints in s.electing bre4?dirigstoc~ ·-·-. C~re · and manag~ment .dul'ing breeding seaso~ 
~eeding aµd ·care at farrowing. Ear maTking method Feed rations ·.· .. 
~eedipg and car.e through wea.n'Iiig _Ma.l}.agemen( during growth and finishing 
8. Afte:r .·you finished rea,di~g ''Feeding an4 Man~gemerit of Swine ii w):iat did yo:u do 
with it?. · · 
. · Oaire it to family member . Qa~e it to friend, relative,· or neighbor 
··. - Filed it for futqre reference: -Threw it away Other (Explain) - . . . . - . . -.- -, . ·. ------
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9. How many people, other than yourself, do you think read your copy of "Feeding 
and Management of Swine••? · · 
10 or more From 7 to 9 From.4 to 6 From l to 3 None 
10 •. How did you happen to become interested in this publication? 
Plan to start swine raising program Have son or daughter starting swine projeci 
-wanted information on feeding Interested in improving present swine program . 
Other (Explain) .. -· . . · 
ll, •. How did you find out about Extension Circular ''Feed~ng and Management of Swine"? 
Newspaper article Magazine article. · County extension agent 
-.-Fair exhibit Rad:ioor TV program Relative, friend, or neighbor 
. Publication display _Extension News-=-. Other (Explain) ___________ _ 
Thank you for helping us by answering these questions, Now we need to know a 
little about YOU. Please complete the foJlowing: 
Male Female Occupation ___________ _ 
Where do you live? 
_On a farm _On an acreage -.-In a small town (under 2,500) 
_In a town {2, 500 to 9,999 _In a town (10, 000 to 24, 999) 
_In a city (25, 000 to 4;9, 999) _In a city of 50, 000 or more 
_Other (Explain) -----------------~~ 
Of what age group are you a member? 
12 to 20 21 to 40 41 to 60 6r and over 
( -
Education? 
Less than 8th grade _Completed 8th grade _Some high school 
_Completed high school Some college _Completed college 
_Had graduate work 
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EXHIBIT IX 
11 Know Your Fertilizers" 
l, How helpful did you find Extension Circular 11 Know Your Fertilizers"? 
_Extremely helpful _Very helpful _Useful_Not very helpful _Of no value 
2. Did the "Know Your Fertilizers 11 circular give you what you wanted to know? 
_Completely _Almost everything _In part _Very little _Not .at all 
3. If it did not answer all your questions, what additional information did you 
want to know? 
4. Do you think the writing in the publication was: 
_Exceptio~ally clear Clear _Fairly clear Difficult _Very difficult 
5, Do you think the illustrations in the publication were: 
Exceptionally understandable 
-Confusing Very confusing 
Understandable· _Fairly understandable 
- . - , __ 
6,- How much of "Know Your Fertilizers 11 did you read" 
All of it About 12 pages About 8 pages _About 4 pages None 
7, What information from "Know Your Fertilizers 11 have you used? 
Method of applying fertilizers Advice on having soil tested 
-Understanding of fertilizer gractes _ Selection of fertilizer equipment 
=Care of fertilizer equipment_. Storing Fertilizer 
8, After you finished reading 11 Know Y;:iur Fertilizers" what did you do with it? 
Gave it to family member Gave it to friend, relative, or neighbor 
Filed it for future reference __ Threw: it away __ Other (Explain) _____ _ 
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9. . How many people, other than yourself, do you think read your copy of 11:J:(now 
Your Fertilizers"? 
10 or more From 7 to 9 From 4 to 6 . From 1 to 3 None 
10. How did you happen to be co.me interested in this publication? 
' ' 
Plan to fertilize crops · Plan to fertilize yard or garden . · . · · · 
-. -wanted to know how to select fertilizer Wanted to know how .to apply fertilizer 
-·-other (Explain) . - . 
11 •. How did you find out about Extension Circular "Know Your Fertilizers"? 
Newspaper article Magazine article County extension a·gent 
--Fair exhibit Radioor TV program, Relative, friend, or neighbor 
-Publication display Home Demonstration Club meeting 
-Extension News _Other. (Explain) _ ..__ .:.._ .. ---'---· ."-i '----------------
. Thank you for helping us by answering these questions, Now we need to know a 
little about YOU, Pl'ease coJnplete the following: 
Male. Female 
Where do you live? 
On a farm On an acreage· In a small town .(under 2, 500) .· -. - - ' 
_In a town(~!, 500 to 9,999) _In a town (10,000 to 24,999) 
._In a city (25, 000 to 49, 999) _In a city of 50, 000 or more 
_Other (Explain)-----------'-------'--~ 
Of what age group are you a member? 
12 to 20 21 to 40 41 to 60 61 .and over 
Education? 
._Less than 8th grade _._co~pleted 8thgrade _·_Some high school 
_Completed high school _Some college _Completed college 
Had graduate work - ' ' 
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EXHIBIT X 
OKLAHOMA STATE UNIVERSITY • STILLWATER 
Agricultural Information Services . 
FRontier 2-6211; Ext. 291 
OeaJ:' Frieqc;l: 
April 196~ 
We .are plea~ed to knQw. that yo" h~v~ feqmtly rf.lceived a 
. copy pf Qne of our OklahPma E:x;t~nsi<m circqlarl,f, · 
It will help LlS a great deal H you wiU give u1:1 a few. frank 
answers about ·01.n.· pubUcat\on. We would like to know: . . . ' ., ' 
H ti.ow much o( it ts J:iemg ;re~d? 
Z) who is ;r.ea<Ung it? . . ' . . 
3) qoet:1 it ~ive ypµ the i~for~;tti.on yo'-l nee.d 7 
Your answer~ to the. encloseq que!itions wHl pelp µs deter~ 
miq.~ the aniJwers .to tiv~se queiJti<HU!i, · · 
lt will pe a great favo:r to us H you will take a f~w mirmtes 
right now to check the enclo~eA qq(;!stionna:i,;re c\.nd q.rop it Pi:1-c~ . 
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RESPONSE OBTAINED FROM OPEN-END QUESTION 
The answers given on question three, 11 If it did not 
answer all your questions, what additional information did 
you want to know?, 11 were categorized by subject matter 
where the response was large enough to provide a breakdowno 
The following is a list of the responses obtained in answer 
to this questiono No response was obtained for Extension 
Circular "Know Your Fertilizersoii 
Barbecuing Chicken and Turkey 
"More on other kinds of meats o 11 
"More and better sauce recipeso Work something in that 
would be good for wild game as well as poultryo 11 
11 The timing is either wrong or I like chicken cooked 
longer than specified in the recipeso 11 
11 The booklet contained all the information needed in 
regard to preparing food and sauceso Now I need the booklet 
on building different types of barbecuing pits for home usej 
both cement block and brick typeso" 
rvr do not have an outside rotisserie, but one in my 
stoveo What I wanted was more complete meals that are 
available with barbecued chicken and turkey, etco 11 
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Gooking Fresh Vegetables 
Additional and Different Ways of Serving 
the Usual and Uncommon Vegetables 
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"I 'm afraid this was more elementary than what I had 
hoped for. I was, and am, interested in new and interesting 
ways of serving fresh vegetableso 11 
"I was looking for different ways of preparing the sta-
ple vegetables of potatoes, cabbage, carrots, and onionso I 
very rarely cook other vegetables, using frozen spinach, 
broccoli, green beans, etco 11 
"More recipes for vegetable mixtures or meat and vege-
table mixtures o Would al.so have appreciated a table or de-
scription of the best season or seasons for particular 
vegetables." l 
"It would be good for a beginner, but I was looking for 
more sophisticated thoughts and recipeso More recipes for a 
greater variety of vegetableso 11 
"Variety in preparing vegetableso 11 
"Interested in new recipes - new different vegetableso" 
"New and different ways to serve vegetables for my 
familyo 11 
"More variations on how to prepare the different 
vegetableso 11 
"I was interested in more ideas for cooking and serving 
vegetableso Recipes just a little different for the sam~ 
old thing without being so fantastic no one would even taste 
themo II 
"But wanted to find 'new' ways to prepare vegetableso" 
"About more of the not so common vegetableso 11 
11A little more about other vegetables, if possibleo 11 
"Additional recipeso 11 
"I would have liked a few more recipeso 11 
"I was ,hoping for more recipeso" 
"I would have liked more recipes for preparing the 
different kinds of vegetableso" 
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"More exotic recipes. Say on how to use herbs, spices, 
and wine with vegetables. Also ways of preparation of vege-
tables as used in other countries." 
"More recipes in using fresh vegetables and freezing 
them." 
"I'm afraid I had in mind new ways of serving or pre-
paring fresh vegetables rather than basic preparation." 
"I would like more recipes on how to prepare vege-
tables, as I think most of us don't get enough fresh vege~ 
tables in our meals. Most of the time people get tired of 
vegetables because they don't know enough new ways to pre= 
pare them. I am always looking for new methods of prepar-
ing delicious vegetables so people are tempted to try them. 11 
"More ways to fix vegetables so that they might inter= 
est my children in eating them." 
"Unusual ways of serving vegetables. However, I had 
never used the panning method before and am happy to have 
found out about this." 
"Waterless cookery. Cooking vegetables in oil (ancient 
Chinese) refurbishing left over vegetables (other than re= 
heating) and in salads; how to stuff artichokes, savory ways 
of preparing brussel sprouts, etc." 
"Additional different recipes." 
"Hoped it would give me more recipes .. " 
"How to cook eggplant, various varieties of not too 
common vegetables ." 
"New and different recipes. 11 
"Perhaps some more unusual ways of cooking vegetables. " 
"How to cook some of the more unusual vegetables= 
recipes." 
"Inclusion of more kinds of vegetables." 
"More imaginative methods of preparation. More use of 
herbs for flavoring." 
"More recipes of different kinds other than just one for 
a vegetable and other ways to cook and prepare vegetables. 
Also, what can be bought at the different seasons of the year 
s o · that they are freshest and best." 
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"Needed more straight forward recipeso 11 
"Was interested mostly in new-improved ideas and other 
recipes than the ones listedo" 
"Too rudimentaryo Material already knowno" 
"Some fancier variationso" 
"I have been a housewife for over 20 years and have 
learned some of the information from experienceo I have 
collected recipes for a longer period of timeo Perhaps 
I had in mind more casserole type r ecipes. My 22-year-old 
daughter found the circular informative." 
"More recipeso 11 
"I was mostly interested in new recipes." 
"Found it very basic. I had hoped to find' something a 
bit more suggestive of unusual ways to cook vegetables. 
Found no really new ideas." 
"Some new ways to prepare vegetables to get away from 
monotony of everyday meals." 
"The only additional information I'd like to see is a 
group of recipes for the Chinese vegetables readily avail-
able in San Francisco. However 1 I realize this might not 
be too practical for you." 
·11 r think we have more 'unusual I vegetables perhaps out 
here in California than are popular in other sections that 
you do not include." 
"Would have been able to use recipes for more of the 
unusual vegetables like = for example, rutabagas alone with 
butter are very unappetizing to our family." 
"I thought there would be more of a variety of ways for 
each vegetable." 
"More 'different' ways of cooking fresh vegetableso I 
would like recipes for the uncommon vegetables such as mus= 
tard greens, beet tops, etc. 11 
"Which vegetables can be baked? Steamed? etc. Details 
are given only for boilingo Suggestions on which vegetable 
is a good accompaniment for which meato" 
"Would have liked a larger variety of vegetables cov-
ered, especially in 'Approximate Timetable' for boiling. " 
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Nutritional Value of Vegetables and Factors Affecting Health 
"About chemical disadvantages of sprays and fertilizers 
on vegetableso Particularly on one's health." 
"I thought there might be new later methods of preserv= 
ing nutrition and flavor and wanted to check cooking timeso 11 
"At this time, I am interested on effects of spraying 
on vegetables and on health o Science has made some recent 
discoveries which show promi seo" 
11More nutriti onal informationo What the vegetables 
have nutritionally and how much should be eat en each dayo 11 
"Which vegetabl es contain the most sugar after cook-
ing? I'm looking for low salt and low sugar recipes be= 
cause my husband had a kidney stone removed and I'm tryi ng 
to check the albumin i n the uril'l:! with the doctor I s diet o" 
"Breakdown of vegetables into carbohydrate, protein, 
and fat content." 
"Percent loss in vitamins after ·cookingo Especially 
for cabbage, carrots, celer y, corn, onion, green peppers , 
parsley, and spinacho 11 
"I would likA more booklets 
dishes giving nutriti onal valueo 
patients who have l i ttle t i me to 
for treatmento 11 
issued on unusual vegetabl e 
These books are useful for 
r ead except when waiting 
"More about vitamins in water in which vegetabl es are 
cookedo 11 
"Value of vegetables gr own in soil vs. organi c soilo 11 
"Would have wi shed fo r a few more recipes of vegetables 
of low calories such a s brocolli, asparagus, string beans , 
etco We do not carry t hr ough a stri ct diet but l ike t o 
watch it some, and we prefer these vegetables anyway o 11 
"Nutrient value and mi neral content such as amount s of 
sodium for special diet s , et c o" 
"I was i ntere sted in the 1 cal orie-value 1 of the differ= 
ent vegetableso 11 
"The value of al t ernate methods of preparationo 11 
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"Best metals to cook ino Percentage table of vitamin 
loss in different methods of cookingo Analysis of differ-
ent methods of cooking in regard to vitamin losso" 
"We are particularly interested in getting various ways 
to prepare vegetables for a low cholestrol dieto" 
"Have colitis and protrusion of rectumo Wanted to de-
termine which way gives least disturbance; raw, slightly 
cooked, cooked and strained or stewed, etc o" 
"Are frozen vegetable s more likely to be more nutri-
tious than fresh vegetables from the market, considering 
that we don't know how 'fresh' they are?" 
"How much of the outer layers of vegetables (and 
fruits) tend to absor b insecticides and other poisons?" 
"Food values = nutritionalc 11 
"Water content of vegetableso" 
"I use trimmings from vegetables, usually thrown away o 
I wash them thoroughly and boil o I then strain them through 
a colander and use as a drink . It's r eally goodo I would 
like to know if there is enough nutritional value in the 
drink to make it worth the troubleo Also, is there any 
danger from sprays used, especially in vegetable purchased 
at stores?" · 
Selection and Buying of Vegetables 
" I was interested in knowing which vegetables were most 
plentiful at different times of the yearo Such as when yel= 
low or white summer squash is at its best taste and money 
wisee 11 
"More on vegetable storage methods and the causes of 
rotting , etce How I can buy larger amounts of onions, pota= 
toes, etce, and prevent spoilage until usede 11 
"For instance , how can one tell a good head of lettuce 
from a poor? By feel? Heavy or light? By good, I mean how 
freshe Carrots that are packed in plastic bags = how can 
you ~ell by feel, how recently fresh they might be?" 
"Would be interested in a list of amounts to buy per 
serving , also a list showing the best season for each 
vegetableo 11 
"How to prepare and buy fresh vegetables for cooking o" 
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Quantity and Amounts to Serve 
"Some of your recipes call for a pound, ·quart, etc. of 
a vegetable. Approximately how many carrots, tomatoes, etc. 
would this be and how many people would it serve?" 
"How many does each recipe serve, approximately?" 
New Experimental Findings 
"Any additional findings that science, experiments, and 
experience may bring to light." 
"I just wanted to know if there is anything new since 
my graduation as a home economics major in 1933. 11 
Other 
"More information on specific techniques for individual 
species." 
"The vegetables I put in my Tupperware crisper 
dry (dehydrated) when I take them out for useo Why 
much vapor collect on the cover inside the crisper? 




"The approximate timetable for boiling vegetables with 
regard to cooking time has such variations as: asparagus, 
5-20 minutes; swiss chard, 10-30 minutes. I wonder why 9 es= 
pecially in the case of the two mentioned vegetables." 
"By cooking snap beans just until tender, they are al= 
most tasteless and I don't know why." 
"Had hoped for volume cooking information." 
"Pressure cooking timing." 
"Lists of other circulars you issue in reference to 
foods of all kinds." 
"A little more explanation on 'panning' vegetables. 
I'm not very familiar with the process and would have liked 
more on it. Perhaps some picture processes and perhaps some 
photographs of the finished product." 
"Temperatures for broiling vegetables." 
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"How to cook mushroomso 11 
11All essential facts." 
· "More detailed information on particular vegetables, 
i.e., the difference in color, etc., between young and old 
cabbage; are rutabagas the same and/or cooked the same as 
turnips? How about the freezing tips?" 
"Do we heat frozen vegetables the same way?" 
· "Sauces for cooked vegetables, such as asparagus, cab-
bage, and cauliflower, to make them more tasteful and . 
interesting." 
"More specific information. What vegetables can ·be 
cooked together? Flavors, vitamin contents, calories, etco, 
in vegetableso 11 
"This was designed for a woman who cooks. I am a man, 
little cooking experience." 
"Some information on mushrooms. More information on 
cleaning and storing. More interesting ideas or recipeso 
Preparation of raw vegetables, carrot curls, etc." 
"More detailed directions in the 'How to Prepare' 
column of Timetable for boiling vegetables; more specialized 
instructions for certain vegetables. Guides for amounts of 
water to be usedo 11 
"Would like pictures of vegetables we are not familiar 
With o II 
"I think if you had listed the root vegetables. I know 
carrots and radishes and some of those. Also, what are con-
sidered green vegetables, red, yellow, and white vegetable s . 
Specify." 
"Best methods for canning fresh vegetables, ioe., sweet 
corn, beets, carrots, and string beans., 11 
"More detail." 
Sewing Handbook 
"The advantages in a zig-zag. Places to use zig-zag 
such as seams. How deep to make stitch and making button 
holes on machine o 11 
"A little more about gussetso 11 
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"Checking fit of paper pattern. Fitting of garment as 
it is being constructed. Couldn't Extension Circular 'Pat-
tern Alteration' be briefly condensed for use in this 
handbook?" 
"Zippers in a pleated skirt." 
"Answers or solutions to inevitable problems encoun-
tered performing some of the finishes. For example: How 
to smoothly flat fell the seam of a man's shirt from bot-
tom of bodice side to end of sleeve. Must you break? 
Please include something on finding the right side of the 
material. Plackets and gussets." 
"There is one thing I would like to learn how to do. 
Change a double breasted man's suit to a single breasted 
coat." 
"Sometimes I found it difficult t'o understand the ex-
planations of the figures A-B, etc." 
"I couldn't understand how to make the belts covered 
on both sides." 
"Drawings aren't too good. A little too rough to fol -
low in detail. Dress and trousers and baby clothes 
information." 
An Introduction to Landscape Planning 
"Since I know nothing about landscaping, I wanted some 
definite 'do's and don'ts' and definite suggestions, ideas 
and plans. Also, characteristics of the different trees and 
shrubs." 
"We have purchased a 3/4 acre building site, which must 
be landscaped from the very beginning - leveling, trees, 
lawn, flower beds, play areas for four children. I will 
need to plan a complete layout of plantings and I need a 
chart of sizes and growth rate for various trees and shrubs , 
among other things." 
"We needed a more complete booklet for my students." 
"I expected it to give more on design, placement of 
trees, achieving effect of space, etc." 
"Now I want more specific information, which can prob= 
ably be found in the books recommended on page 15. 11 
"Symbols for front elevation." 
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"We wanted certain plans to complete our own 'way out' 
ideas. We really didn't expect anyone to be able to help in 
carrying out these plans, but we had hoped." 
"'What kinds of flowers and shrubs are best to use? Our 
home is already built and in use. We have nearly 100 differ-
ent kinds of fruits, flowers, shrubs, and trees started." 
"Suggestions for planting to fit different style homes, 
such as 'ranch,' etc. Names of varieties suitable for area." 
Better tawns 
"I needed more on control of Crabgrass." 
"It forgot to mention rock problems. They seem to keep 
working to the lawn surface." 
"'Where to get some zoysa grass." 
Estate Planning 





were possible, any additional information would 
But I suppose if you were to try to go into mor e 
would have to go to a lawyer for each individual 
"A will was made several years ago on a home in one 
town. That home was sold and another bought in another 
city. Is that will valid on the home now owned?" 
"Could not be specific for all states." 
"Suppose the family car was in the husband ' s name. 
What would be the steps to transfer it to widow ' s name where 
the estate consisted only of personal property? No minor 
children." 
"Ownerships of insurance policies and also trusts for 
children." 
"More about how to leave an estate legally without 
going through a lawyer.," 
"The circular did not cover Texas laws." 
A Cow and Calf Program 
"How to determine cheapest gain in terms of feeding 
valueo 11 
"Would a purebred cow and calf program work?" 
Feeding and Management of Swine 
14o 
"Would have liked to know more about the mixing of bar= 
ley as the basic graino 11 
"Potential value of including enzymes in swine 
rationSo 11 
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